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INT.OFFICE BUILDING.NIGHT

A man is working at his desk; he is clearly nervous and his

jacket is oddly shaped as though he is wearing a bulletproof

vest.

The camera keeps flicking between him and a man walking

through the building towards him. We never see the man

clearly in these shots; just a shot of his shoulder as he

walks round a corner, a shot of his shoes as he leaves the

lift. Tension builds.

The man reaches the floor his target is on and walks towards

the door. We have a shot of his back and see gleaming metal

nunchucks hanging loosely out of his belt.

The door he’s walking towards is guarded by two MIB types.

One steps out to stop him.

The nunchucks blur and crack the first MIB in the jaw.

The target jumps up in terror.

The man throws the second MIB aside and smashes through the

door.

We get our first real look at him. He is an intimidating man

with a shaved head wearing long robes and with a holographic

tattoo on his forehead reading 106. He is the opposite of

subtle.

The room is empty; the window is broken.

The man walks to the window and looks out.

The target is being hustled into a waiting limo by two more

MIBs.

The man looks around, notices a power line running from the

office building to a smaller outbuilding, and backs up.

He sprints at the broken window and leaps through.

He stretches his nunchucks below his feet and uses them to

balance on the line as he slides down.

He leaps off the line near the end and sails through the

air.

The limo tries to drive away, but it’s not fast enough.

The man swings his nunchucks and drives them into the window

of the limo with all the momentum he built up with his epic

leap.
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The window is bulletproof and the nunchucks bounce off. The

man grabs at the roof, and just manages to avoid sliding off

as the limo picks up speed.

A gun appears out of the window and starts firing blind over

the roof of the car.

The man flexes frantically to avoid being shot, and brings

his nunchucks down on the hand holding the gun. There is a

distinct breaking sound.

The hand draws back into the car and the man grabs for it,

but can’t get his hand through the window.

The window starts to close. The man is in pain.

The man throws his nunchucks at the axial of the limo. It

locks up with a horrible screeching noise and the limo

flips.

The man wrenches his hand out of the window and hits the

ground rolling.

The limo crashes in a horrible mess.

The man gets back to his feet and starts sprinting towards

the limo.

The two MIBs get out of the door; battered, bloody, and

angry.

The man is already too close. He swats their guns away and

beats them both down easily.

The man walks over to the upside down limo and wrenches his

nunchucks out of the the wheelwell.

A door opens and the target starts sprinting away terrified.

The man lines the target up and throws his nunchucks. They

loop once and strike the target on the side of his knee. He

falls with a cry of pain.

The man walks over to pick up his nunchucks. The target

tries to crawl away, but it’s hard with only one working

leg.

The man walks over to the target; idly swinging his

nunchucks.

TARGET

Please, I have a son!
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ASSASSIN

I know, Mr Santos. Do hold still;

this will only take a moment.

There is a BANG and Mr Santos head half explodes. The

nunchucks are shotgunchucks.

The assassin smiles at the job well done and clicks

something in his pocket. The tattoo updates to read 107.

Something occurs to the assassin and a frown crosses his

face. He walks back to the limo and opens the door. The

driver is hanging loosely from his seat belt; covered in

blood.

The assassin checks for a pulse and, finding none,

regretfully clicks the thing in his pocket again. The tattoo

updates to read 108.

The assassin stands up and stretches his back. He walks off;

calm among all the chaos he caused.

INT.PUB.NIGHT

A solemn knot of people are standing in a bar. They chink

their glasses together, bow their heads, drink, and leave.

EXT.ALLEYWAY.CONTINUOUS

One of the solemn people from before, a young woman, is

walking down an alleyway. She looks dejected. She checks

that she’s alone, and then slumps against the wall; holding

her head and sighing.

The is a slight rumbling noise. She looks down and sees

small pebbles vibrating along the ground.

The rumbling becomes a roar, and there’s a thundering of

trumpets.

The air in front of her seems to rip open, and a blazing

light issues forth.

GABRIEL

Do not fear, Mortal! For I am the

archangel Gabriel! I have descended

to this-

She shoots him.

There is a long pause. The hole in his head slowly closes

over.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

Ooooooooouuuuuch! God Damn It! What

the hell!? That hurts you know!

SAM

That’s nice. Now get back in the

portal and in the morning I’ll put

this down to the drink.

GABRIEL

Yeah, no. I’m not going anywhere.

Now if you’ll excuse me a moment.

He gathers up his robes, clears his throat, and straightens

into a suitably dignified pose. The ground starts to rumble

again, and the trumpets begin to blare.

GABRIEL

Know whom thy have met mortal. For

I-

She shoots him.

GABRIEL

Augh, my eye! Why is it always the

goddamn eye?! What the hell, you

bitch! What is your goddamn

problem?!

SAM

I’m not kidding. I don’t want

anything to do with whatever you’re

here about. Nothing good has ever

happened to anyone who got mixed up

with angels and demons, so you can

just get back in your portal, and

we’ll pretend that this never

happened.

Gabriel eyes her up, as though judging his next move.

GABRIEL

Well fine if that’s the way you

want to play it. But you should

know I was here to help you find

out about those robed guys.

He pauses for a response, but none comes.

GABRIEL

I mean they killed one of your guys

last night didn’t they? The driver,

Jenkins. I could help you find out

(MORE)
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GABRIEL (cont’d)
what happened. That is what you

want, righ-

SAM

We can find that out ourselves. Get

in your portal.

Gabriel turns so that he’s half in the portal.

GABRIEL

Last chance

SAM

Get in the portal

GABRIEL

I’m walking away

SAM

Get in the goddamn portal

GABRIEL

You know this is a personal mission

from the big guy himself; you could

show a little respect.

SAM

Not happening. Get in the portal.

The rumbling starts up a third time

GABRIEL

You know I don’t have to take this.

I’m an archangel! I’m older than

your civilization and as far above

you as you as you are above pond

scum! And I-

She shoots him.

Gabriel narrows his eyes as the wound in his head closes;

suddenly he looks rather dangerous.

GABRIEL

You know what. To hell with this;

I’ll just set ninjas on you.

SAM

What?

He turns into the portal, waving sardonically as he goes.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

You are going to do this job for

me. Have a fun few weeks

sweetheart!

He disappears; the portal closing behind him. The alleyway

is totally silent.

SAM

What was that about?

NINJA

Beats me.

INT.ROAD.NIGHT

Two men, BERT and ERNIE are walking down a street.

BERT

So what? You need to rip the world

a new one, and that’s going to make

your family royal?

ERNIE

Good lord, arsehole! Rip the world

a new one? I merely have to affect

a great change upon the substan-

BERT

Yeah, that takes too long to say.

I’m calling it ripping the world a

new one. Hey how do you even know

that this is going to make the

familys acknowledge yours?

ERNIE

Hey watch it arsehole. I’m doing a

great service for my family.

BERT

Yeah right. Hey when you’re done I

could use some headlight fluid.

They fight, and are interrupted by gun shots.

ERNIE

What on earth was that?

Sam bursts out of an alleyway in front of them. She leaps

into a firing position behind some crates and starts

shooting back into the alleyway. Bert looks curious, Ernie

looks smitten.
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ERNIE

Ah! It’s a beautiful lady!

He positively sails over to stand in front of Sam.

ERNIE

Hello my lovely! I’m your-

SAM

Idiot! Get out of my sight line!

She kicks him away. But has to duck shuriken as she

straightens up. She springs up a third time with a blind

uppercut that catches a ninja in the crotch. Her position is

overrun.

SAM

Damnit!

She fights viciously; trying to escape the scrum. She kills

several ninjas, but there are just too many of them.

Unnoticed by any of the fighters there is a rush of wind

towards where Bert is standing off camera.

BERT

GET DOWN!

Sam hits the ground. Bert blows with his hand under his

mouth. A huge gust of wind blasts down the street. Lampposts

bend and cars flip over. The ninjas are blown off their

feet, and into various walls. They look rather broken when

they finally stop rolling.

Sam gets back to her feet she looks suspicious.

SAM

Um... Thankyou. I think. I guess I

owe-

ERNIE

WHAT THE HELL, ARSEHOLE? THAT WAS

MY FIRST OPPORTUNITY TO FIGHT

NINJAS! YOU COULD HAVE LEFT SOME

FOR ME!.

BERT

Up your’s arsehole! You could have

gotten some before I blasted them!

ERNIE

IGNORANT SAVAGE!

(CONTINUED)
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BERT

UPPER CLASS TWIT!

They fight

SAM

Okay that’s... I’m going to...

Guys, could you... HEY, KNOCK IT

OFF!

They pause in mid grapple.

SAM

Thank you for your help. But it’s

been a weird night, and I’m just

going to go home now.

Ernie springs back to his feet and glides over to Sam; all

smiles and hospitality. He takes up her hands in a courtly

gesture.

ERNIE

Of course my lovely! I’ll walk you

home. I am Lord Ernestopolis

Cunningham.

BERT

His name’s Ernie

ERNIE

Shut up arsehole.

Sam politely, but firmly, takes her hands out of his and

pushes his face away.

SAM

Look... My lord. Thank you for your

offer, but I really don’t want any

company.

BERT

Well at least you’re smart. Hey

were’d those ninjas come from?

There any left?

SAM

You want to go out looking for

ninjas?

Ernie strikes a dramatic pose with a flourish.

(CONTINUED)
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ERNIE

And what gentleman adventures would

we be if we did not seek out the

forces of evil? After all heroes

such as we must be ever vigilant;

evil will hardly seek us out, now!

BERT

Dumbass has a point.

SAM

Gentleman adventures?

ERNIE

Well admittedly only one gentleman,

and one violent thugish moronic

lowlife.

BERT

Hey arsehole, I’m not a moron!

They move to fight with each other. Sam rubs her head.

SAM

And I think that’s me for the

night.

She starts to walk away.

Bert pauses in the middle of holding Ernie in a head lock.

BERT

Hey before you go; those ninjas?

SAM

What? Oh I don’t know; I think

Gabriel sent them.

BERT

Gabriel?

Ernie looks heartbroken

ERNIE

He’s not your boyfriend is he?

SAM

What? No! The angel.

ERNIE

Dear me. Are we now going to invade

heaven to find ninjas to kill?

(CONTINUED)
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BERT

Might be fun.

ERNIE

There is something I fail to

understand however.

BERT

Yeah? Wassat?

Dramatic music begins to build

ERNIE

Well if these are heavenly ninjas,

it shouldn’t matter how many we

kill right? God should just keep

making more for us.

Exploding shuriken begin to bombard the street. They are

being thrown by a jumping mass of ninjas so huge that they

block out the sky. The street shatters and all three heroes

are thrown off their feet.

SAM

DAMN YOU GOD!

BERT/ERNIE

THANKYOU GOD!

INT.PUB.NIGHT

People are enjoying a quiet drink. There are the sounds of

soft music and pleasant socializing on the air. The

atmosphere is nice and relaxing.

Bert SMASHES SCREAMING through a window. Throttling a ninja.

He finishes throttling the ninja and leaps screaming back

out the window.

Everyone goes back to what they were doing before.

There is a huge crash, and a great mass of ninjas take out

an entire wall; driving our three heroes with them.

Chaos erupts.

There is a vicious fight.

Sam is an efficient and ruthless fighter; seeking cover and

taking out ninjas with head shots. She is trying to draw the

fight away from the civilians.

(CONTINUED)
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Bert is a brutal berserker fighter. He is wearing brass

knuckles and taking down ninjas with flurry’s of punches. He

occasionally uses his wind breath, but can’t use it

effectively due to his frantic movements.

Ernie is a very agile fighter. He fights with a rapier and

playing card; the playing cards doing far more damage than

is remotely feasible. While fighting he tries to quip in the

style of the man in black from the princess diary’s, but

he’s really not very good at it.

ERNIE

Ah dear Bert, are you having fun;

blowing those ninjas?

BERT

Shut up, arsehole! At least I have

a longer sword than you!

ERNIE

Huh, just the kind of joke I

expected from a lower class moron.

BERT

Longer sword, longer sword, longer

sword!

ERNIE

All right arsehole, come here!

They square off and begin hurling insults at each other;

continuing to take out every ninja that comes near them.

Sam runs past; pistol whipping a ninja.

SAM

FOR FIVE! GODDAMN! MINUTES! COULD

YOU TWO BE SERIOUS!

ERNIE

Yes, my dear!!!

Bert makes a whipping sound

ERNIE

Shut up arsehole!

He swings his rapier at Bert’s head.

Bert ducks, and the sword hits a ninja.

Bert breathes in rapidly. There is a huge rush of air that

knocks ninjas off their feet.
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Ernie does a somersault and bounces off Bert.

Bert breathes out; ninjas go flying.

Ernie rolls and gets back to his feet.

They fight.

SAM (O.S.)

How about seconds! Could you two do

five Seconds?!

ERNIE

Yes, my love!!!

SAM (O.S.)

I’m not your goddamn love!

Ernie flails dramatically

ERNIE

Ah! Why must beauty leave you so

cold?

He sulks in the middle of the fight.

Bert leaps over him.

BERT

You not fighting, fop? Fine; more

for me.

ERNIE

What? Stop him; they’re mine! (To

the bystanders) Don’t let any

ninjas get away!

The bystanders share a look. One of them moves a piece of

barricade away from the point where it was protecting them

from ninjas and places it so that it’s between them and the

squabbling morons.

Ernie strokes a card and flicks it into the air. It follows

a complex curving path that takes it through the heads of 4

ninjas, but the 5th one dodges it.

Ernie looks scandalized. He closes with the ninja, and with

blinding speed, and pinpoint accuracy lashes out with his

sword.

The ninja smoothly dodges and strikes Ernie to the ground.

Bert laughs and closes with the ninja, but he can’t lay a

finger on him either.
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He breathes in to use his wind breath, but the ninja kicks

him in the gut, and then uses the outrush of air to power

his own spinning movement that leaves Bert on the ground.

ERNIE

My word, Bert. When did these guys

become competent?

NINJA

Ha ha. I am last ninja. Therefore,

I am unbeatable. You have no chance

to survive make your time.

BERT

Crap; he’s right.

ERNIE

Under the law of narrative

causality. A solitary ninja is

death incarnate.

NINJA

Ha Ha Ha. Ha Ha Ha.

BANG

The ninja falls from a shot in the back of his head.

SAM

This is not a story, and I am not a

narrative character.

The fight is over.

The bar is covered in ninja corpses; draped over every

surface.

BERT

That’s all of them? Ah well; it was

fun while it lasted.

SAM

OK seriously, what the hell are you

guys?

Ernie sails onto camera. Striking a dramatic pose. Patriotic

music begins to swell.

ERNIE

Wherever injustice reigns, and good

men fear. Wherever murderers dance,

and the unrighteous frolic.

Wherever tax evaders and people who

(MORE)
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ERNIE (cont’d)
illegally download music; thus

depriving large record company of

their rightful cut of the profits,

lurk. There we’ll-

BERT

We kill people and take their

stuff.

ERNIE

You could have put that more

dramatically, arsehole.

BERT

I couldn’t see the point, you limp

wristed, overacting, fop.

ERNIE

Overacting!?

They fight.

Sam rubs her head and leaves them to it. She walks towards

the barricades.

SAM

Is anyone hur-

The ground begins to shake. Ninja corpses are vibrating

along the ground.

Sam hangs her head in weariness and irritation.

A great rift of white light rips open in the room. There is

a great swell of trumpets.

Sam shoots into the rift.

The trumpets die.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Goddamn it! I didn’t even say

anything! I don’t know what the big

guy sees in you; Joan of Arc was

never this much trouble!

SAM

Close this portal.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

No. Now hold on; I’ve got a speech

for you.
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The trumpets swell again.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Truly a great challenge thou hast

faced here t-

Sam fires into the portal

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Ha! Missed me you bitch!

He continues talking. The trumpets have a triumphant air

about them. Sam keeps firing into the portal, and it’s clear

from the sound of Gabriel’s speech that he’s dodging the

bullets.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Truly a great challenge thou hast

faced here this day. But know thou

that greater challenges await. Thou

must-

Bert blasts his wind breath through the portal. There

is the sound of Gabriel tumbling backwards for some

distance.

ERNIE

My word man, you just attacked an

angel.

He gives Bert a high five. And then stops to consider

something.

ERNIE

My word man, you just attacked a

beautiful woman’s boyfriend.

He gives this some thought and then gives Bert another high

five.

There is the sound of footsteps crunching on something dry

approaching the portal.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Ok, you know what? Take a look at

this.

The portal widens to show an assembly ground. Thousands upon

thousands of ninjas are lined up.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

I can send them through if you

like.
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BERT/ERNIE

Yes!

SAM/BYSTANDERS

No!

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Well are you convinced I’m serious

now?

There is a long pause. With visible effort Sam lowers her

gun.

SAM

Yes.

GABRIEL (O.S.)

Good.

He walks through the portal. The music swells again, the

ground starts rumbling.

GABRIEL

Mortal! Know now to whom thy spee-

Sam raises her gun warningly. The music dies away. There is

a long pause.

GABRIEL

I have ninjas. They could be here

in a second.

SAM

I have bullets. They don’t need a

second.

There is a long pause. Then Gabriel coughs and sits down on

a table. Since he stands 8 foot tall the table creaks

ominously.

GABRIEL

Fine. Have it your way. I have a

job for you.

BERT

Alright Gabby, what’s up?

Gabriel facefaults.

GABRIEL

Gabby!? Seriously, Gabby? I am a

being older than your civilization.

A member of the most perfect host.
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The ground begins to rumble again, and Gabby’s voice takes

on a booming quality.

GABRIEL

A being older and greater than you

can imagine. A being as far above

you as you are above pond scum! A

being-

Sam raises her gun again. Gabriel backs off warily.

GABRIEL

Alright, alright. Fine, but still,

I demand a more imposing name. I am

an archangel after all.

BERT

Alright Big Gabby, what’s up?

SAM

MOVING.ON. What do you want us to

do?

GABRIEL

I want you to save God’s life.

Dramatic reaction shot!

SAM

Why can’t he do that himself? If

this is another ’God needs prayer

badly’ situation, then I’m walking

away now.

GABRIEL

No, it’s nothing that bad. The

group that killed the man you were

protecting want to kill God, I want

you to stop them.

SAM

And God needs an errand boy for

this because...?

GABRIEL

I don’t know! He just doesn’t seem

to care. The man just hasn’t been

the same since his son died. I’m

just here as a favor to an old

mate.

Sam thinks about this and lowers her gun.
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SAM

Well that’s not so bad. Why didn’t

you just tell me that, rather than

setting ninjas on me?

GABRIEL

I tried. You shot me. Repeatedly.

SAM

Yeah, yeah I did. So anyway, we

have the same enemy now. I assume I

can rely on having the entire

heavenly host behind me during my

investigation?

GABRIEL

Yes, if by ’behind me’ you mean

’somewhere else, sipping brandy’

SAM

Okay. Then I assume you’ll be

providing me with the best weapons

heaven can make. To neutralize the

advantages our opponents have.

GABRIEL

Yes. Although they’ll probably only

be standard issue weapons. And

you’ll be the one providing them.

SAM

Okay, do you plan to help me in any

way?

GABRIEL

Of course. I’ve had my ninjas out

collecting intell on this group for

weeks.

SAM

Now we’re getting somewhere. What

have you found out?

Ninjas crowd around Gabriel, and whisper in his ear.

GABRIEL

Their base of operations is

somewhere in the big city.

SAM

Which big city?

Long pause. The ninjas look apologetic.
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SAM

You know, I don’t think you’re

trying to help me.

GABRIEL

Yes well, you shot me. With

bullets. And anyway, it’s not like

I’m not giving you an edge; I’m

sending a noble of the casino

familys, and the son of the north

wind to help you.

SAM

Oh, that’s good. When do I meet th-

Oh No.

BERT

Oh right! An adventure!

ERNIE

I thank you, Gabriel-Lan.

BERT

Yeah thanks, Big Gabby.

SAM

Oh God No!

GABRIEL

Right whatever; as long as you know

what’s at stake my job here is

done. Now if you’ll excuse me I

have some daemons to fight.

He stands up and walks to the portal.

GABRIEL

You aren’t going to go easy on them

when you catch them, are you?

SAM

Nononononononono!

GABRIEL

That’s what I like to hear.

He walks through the portal, and is gone.

Ernie glides over

ERNIE

Well my lovely! It looks like I get

to help you after all!
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Sam backs up rapidly

SAM

Okay look. I’m very grateful for

your help back there, I couldn’t

possibly have beaten all those

ninjas by myself, but this is a job

for competent professionals are you

two are...not.

BERT

Yeah, but we’re motivated. I need

to do something great so I can make

my dad pay child support.

SAM

What does that have to do

with...No, you know what? I don’t

care. I’m going to say this very

clearly so that you understand.

This job involves tracking down a

group of professional assassins; I

need a trained professional group,

and there is no way that you two

are ever, under any circumstances-

INT.MIB HEADQUARTERS.DAY

Our three heroes are walking along a corridor with Sam in

front. Sam looks irritated, the other two look like

tourists.

ERNIE

My word; what’s that?

SAM

Interplanetary customs. We couldn’t

put it anywhere public.

ERNIE

Interplanetary?

SAM

We won the government contract for

hiding martians on earth

BERT

What, really? So martians are real?

SAM

No, of course not.
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Sam’s boss PERCY minces toward them. He is tall, slim, and

well dressed.

PERCY

Sam, darling! You come bearing men!

What have you been up to?

SAM

They followed me home. Can I kill

them?

Percys hands blur, and suddenly both Bert and Ernie have

their heads driven up with a gun under their chins.

SAM

No, no. Joke, Percy, they’re

friends.

PERCY

Oh then welcome darlings!

His guns disappear into his sleeves as he hugs the two of

them hello. They look suitably confused and terrified.

PERCY

So dish! How did you all meet?

SAM

Gabriel sent them.

PERCY

Oh darling, you didn’t tell me you

had a boyfriend!

SAM

The archangel.

PERCY

I hate that guy! Sam darling, you

could do so much better.

SAM (LAUGHING)

Knock it off!

BERT

Why do you laugh when he does it?

SAM

He does it on purpose.

Bert can’t argue with this. Percy minces off, everyone

follows him.
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PERCY

So darling, we’ve been pouring over

the tapes of those cunts who killed

Jenkins.

BERT

Yeah, I remember Big Gabby said

that the man you were protecting

got killed.

PERCY

Oh, God! Yes darling, it’s been

terrible; the family keeps

haranguing us about getting their

deposit back!

BERT

You... are going to pay them right?

PERCY (IN THE TONE ONE WOULD USE WHEN

TELLING A CHILD ABOUT THE EASTER BUNNY)

Oh yes Darling of course!

ERNIE

My word! We are the good guys

right?

PERCY

We’re mercenary’s darling, we kill

people and break their stuff.

BERT

I like this guy

ERNIE

You would.

BERT

Arsehole

ERNIE

Savage

PERCY

Darlings! No wrestling unless I’m

involved.

BERT

So anyway, if you care enough about

the client that you’re looking for

revenge, why don’t you want to pay

the family back?

(CONTINUED)
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PERCY

Oh you silly goose. We don’t give

two hoots about the client. But

these hooded cunts killed one of

our own. So we’re going to hunt

them and give them the usual

treatment.

ERNIE

The usual treatment?

PERCY

We’re going to castrate them with a

blunt and rusty spoon.

Bert and Ernie laugh. Sam and Percy don’t. Percy flourishes

a blunt and rusty spoon; with noticeable blood stains. Bert

and Ernie stop laughing.

ERNIE

So... I imagine Jenkins was well

liked?

PERCY

Oh yes, Darling! We’re like family

here; we always look out for each

other.

Bert and Ernie consider this; they both look a lot more

comfortable.

ERNIE

Family?

BERT

I like the sound of that.

COMPUTER ROOM

This is a wide room kept in darkness apart from the hundreds

of glowing computer screens.

There is a scruffy man with long greasy hair lounging in

front of screens. His name is BOB. He is watching dozens of

videos play out across the screens.

There is a classic ’Grey’ siting next to him; watching the

screens intently. His name is MARTY. He is wearing a badge

that reads ’Not a Martian’

In the back of the room there is a goatman. He isn’t looking

at the screens, but rather cleaning his sniper rifle with

disturbing focus. His name is SAUL.

(CONTINUED)
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BOB

Heya boss! Come to check on us?

PERCY

You know it, darling! What have you

got for me?

Excited talk fades into the back ground, as Bert sits down

next to Marty and watches the screens; they all depict the

events from the first scene from various angles.

BERT

So that’s Jenkins, eh? The killer

looks sad about killing him.

MARTY

I assure you. Nobody here cares.

Bert nods and notices a big, red, ’don’t touch me’ button on

the console in front of him. He pushes it.

BERT

What does this do.

MARTY

It helps us work out who’s allowed

to use the nuclear’s.

BERT

You have nuclear weapons? Coolest

mercenary group ever! Can I use

one?

Marty looks at Bert, as though unsure he’s being serious.

BOB

Yo, Marty! Run the findings!

Marty double clicks the big, red, ’Don’t touch me’ button.

all the screens switch over to other pieces of security

camera footage. They are wildly varying in terms of quality,

and it’s clear they all came from separate cameras.

BERT

Fukkin ’ell. How long did it take

you to put all of this together?

MARTY

Jenkins was killed last night. I

haven’t left the room since then.
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BERT

Wow, you should get some sleep.

MARTY

On my planet we don’t sleep

BERT

That’s weird man.

MARTY

And losing consciousness for 8

hours a day, hallucinating vividly,

and suffering periodic bouts of

amnesia is that much more normal.

BERT

Where are you from?

MARTY

Mars

BERT

So, you’re a martian?

MARTY

Don’t be silly, there’s no such

thing as Martians; well known fact.

SAM

Is this all there is?

BOB

Fraid so. Whoever this group is

they cover their tracks well. No

records what-so-ever of their

members existing. But I can give

you a complete record of their

kills.

SAM

That’s good. Look through all of

the records and see if you can find

any similarity’s between the

victims. I’ll take Shamus and Ellen

and go talk to Mr Santos’s family;

It’ll be good P.R. and it might get

us some useful information

PERCY

Oh, great idea darling! But no can

do; Shamus and Ellen are running

black in the Congo.

(CONTINUED)
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SAM

Oh, right, Damn. Who else do we

have who’s half way diplomatic?

BERT

Hey

ERNIE

Hello, my love!

SAM

No! I’ll take Saul!

Saul looks up from his sniper rifle. He looks murderous. Not

at Sam specifically; just murderous in general.

SAM

Or, maybe not.

She looks around the room, but everyone there is unsuitable

for various reasons.

MARTY

Where did you find these guys

anyway?

SAM

Gabriel sent them.

MARTY

The angel?

SAM

No my... No wait, yes the angel.

MARTY

I think if they were sent by

heavenly decree then you should

probably take them with you. I know

God, and I’m sure it would work out

well in the end.

SAM

No! They’re idiots!

PERCY

Oh now darling, that’s not nice at

all! Don’t worry your pretty little

head; I knew God too, in the

biblical sense, and I can handle

him if he’s screwing with youe
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SAM

Ok that’s great guys really, but I

don’t think you’re listening to me.

I am not taking these two with me,

not a chance in-

EXT.SANTOS’S RESIDENCE.DOORSTEP.DAY

There is a shot of a doorway, overlooking the sea. Sam walks

into frame, flanked by the two idiots.

She reaches out for the the doorbell, and then reconsiders

and turns to her companions.

SAM

Now I don’t think I need to remind

you that we are dealing with a

grieving family here.

BERT

Then why are you reminding us?

ERNIE

Shut up arsehole. (to Sam) Go on

Sammy!

SAM

Right, well I’d like it if you two

could be diplomatic.

Bert elbows Ernie in the ribs

SAM

Or maybe just likable.

Ernie flicks a card at Bert’s face, Bert dodges.

SAM

Or even just not actively

destructive; could you do that?

Bert leaps onto Ernie, and they fight.

SAM

KNOCK IT OFF!

They stop in mid grapple.

SAM

I don’t even know why you two are

here. How about you hang around in

the background and don’t speak;

could you manage that?

(CONTINUED)
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ERNIE

Of course my love!

BERT

Kissass

ERNIE

I’m not saying anything, because

I’m not speaking.

SAM

Right, that’s... probably the best

we’re going to get.

We see the door from the inside. Someone opens it to reveal

our three heroes. All three look suitably composed and

dignified.

Ernie’s composure breaks almost instantly.

ERNIE

Oh my, it’s a beautiful lady!

He darts forward to hold up her hands, in his signature

courtly gesture. The woman at the door is indeed a beautiful

lady.

BERT

Hey arsehole, you’re meant to stay

dignified!

He punches Ernie in the back of the head. And the two of

them fight.

SAM

Idiots!

She pushes her way to the front of the group.

SAM

Good morning ma’m. I represent the

Montague Industry Bureau; hold on,

I’ve got a badge here.

Sam rummages around her coat, accidentally revealing her gun

in the process.

The woman passes out.
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INT.LIVING ROOM

Seen from the woman’s perspective. She opens her eyes and

sees our heroes leaning over her. She is laying on a couch,

and her name is LOLA.

SAM

Here, you need some water?

LOLA

Um, thankyou.

The water is almost knocked out of her hands as Ernie darts

forward to clasp them.

ERNIE

Oh no! My unsubtle actions caused

harm to a beautiful lady, can you

ever forgive me?

LOLA

Um, it’s alright. Are you here to

rape me?

The scene freezes, Bert almost manages to freeze in mid air

as he flys at Ernie, as it is he crashes to the ground.

ERNIE

Ah...Not unless you want me to.

Lola gives this some thought.

LOLA

Um...I think I’d rather you didn’t.

ERNIE

Well okay then.

LOLA

Are you just here to rob me then?

SAM

What? No! Why would you think that?

LOLA

Well...You kind of broke into my

house.

There is a long pause while everyone considers that

statement.

(CONTINUED)
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BERT

She’s got a point; we kind of did.

LOLA

Oh! Actually I remember you now.

You said you were from the MIB.

SAM

(To self) Thank god; we’re back on

track (To Lola) We don’t usually

call ourselves that, but yes; my

name is Sam. I was hoping-

Ernie appears at Lola’s side. Producing a bunch of roses.

ERNIE

And I, my dear am Lord Ernestopolis

Cunningham

LOLA

How long have you had those up your

sleeve?

ERNIE

A while my dear, but a few small

thorn pricks are nothing compared

to the force of our love!

SAM (TO BERT)

Tackle him, before he makes this

any worse.

Bert takes Ernie in a flying tackle that takes both of them

out of a window. There is the sound of distant, but vicious

fighting.

LOLA

Is he... always like that?

SAM

Yes. Ms Santos, I was hoping I

could talk to you about your late

husband.

LOLA

I mean, that was a good window

SAM

Naturally we will pay for it;

pending the conclusion of the

investigation. Believe me it was

best to get them out of the house

sooner rather than later.
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LOLA

Um... Well it’s a good garden

too... Was a good garden too.

SAM

Hey Bert! Tackle him into the

ocean!

There is the sound of someone falling off a cliff a great

distance away. Followed some time later by a splash.

SAM

Well, now that that’s taken care

of. Ms Santos, you know we view

your husbands death with the utmost

sorrow, and we are currently

engaged in an investigation to hunt

down his killers. Any information

you could give us would be

appreciated.

LOLA

Um...Do you think my husband could

have been killed because of my

work?

SAM

I find that doesn’t often happen.

Still, what do you do?

LOLA

I’m a subspace miner; I’m working

on punching a whole through to

heaven so we can drain the

resources there.

SAM

Some people might view that as

offensive, yes.

INT. BASEMENT LABORATORY

Lola and Sam walk down into a lab that would do a crazed mad

scientist proud. All kinds of bizarre things bubble in

tubes. Taking up space in the center of the room is a huge

structure that looks like an unfolded hypercube. Lightning

flies everywhere, and propped up in a corner is a guitar

hero set.

Evil!
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LOLA

Here’s where we worked. It was

mostly my job, but I liked it when

my husband, or my son helped out.

SAM

Right. Yeah, I could see this being

related to your husbands death;

some fundamentalist group, or even

the model UN. They’ve been getting

a little too confident lately, and

this is technically an invasion...

She notices the look on Lola’s face. Lola isn’t crying, or

making any huge sign of emotion, but the idea that she may

be in some way responsible for her husband’s death is

clearly causing her great pain.

SAM

Or it could be nothing! There are

plenty of reasons why someone would

hire assassins. Your husband was

was a lawyer for the RIAA, I mean,

if you work for the bad guys you

have to accept some risks. Oh boy.

Lola is shaking slightly, as though she’s sobbing.

Sam hugs her. She isn’t very good at it.

SAM

It’s alright, it’s alright, it’s

going to be alright. We’re going to

catch your husband’s killers, I

promise.

She notices a photo near the guitar hero set. It’s a picture

of a young man, and it’s captioned ’Loveykins’.

SAM

Is that your son, Lola?

LOLA

Sniff... Yes little Loveykins. He

helps me with my work sometimes.

SAM

It might be useful for me to speak

with him as well. Do you know where

I could find him?

(CONTINUED)
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LOLA

Um... He’s taken to sulking on the

docks since his father died.

EXT.DOCKS.DAY

Impromptu street party. Bert and Ernie are soaking wet, and

are dancing down the street with a 5 meter shark on their

shoulders. There is a crowd of people dancing along with

them; clapping and singing.

Sam whistles

Bert and Ernie unload the shark onto some bystanders, say

their goodbyes and head over to join Sam.

ERNIE

So how did it go? Did she mention

me?

SAM

No, definitely not. I got out of

there rather quickly; she started

to get emotional, and I’m not

comfortable with scenes like that.

I’m going to talk to her son now,

and I’d like you two to come with

me.

BERT

Sure, why though?

SAM

The son is the one who’s been suing

us over the deposit his father

paid; I thought it would be a good

idea to have some meat

shei-Bodyguards with me when I went

to talk to him. I’ve just got to

find him first; his mother said he

would be sulking on the docks, but

I didn’t realize just how big the

docklands were. I suggest we split

up to cover more ground; by

dividing the docks into a grid we

can-

BERT

That him?

There is a young man sitting at the end of the docks. He is

sulking so deeply that the end of the pier seems gloomy.
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SAM

There is a distinct possibility,

yes.

Our three heroes go off to meet Mr Santos’s son. As they

walk deeper into the docklands, and more and more paths

branch away from them, they grow increasingly nervous; there

is something not quite right with the situation.

They continue onwards. Soon there is no question where

they’re heading.

They a few meters from Mr Santos’s son.

There is a creak behind them.

Sam spins into firing position. Ernie has his sword out. The

brass knuckles fly onto Bert’s hands.

The Rent-a-thug behind them stops; glowering at them and

unsure how to continue.

MR SANTOS’S SON

It’s alright Albert; you can go.

Albert grunts and walks away. Mr Santos’s son turns around

and watches them; waiting for them to make the first move.

SAM

Master Santos?

MR SANTOS’S SON

Call me by my first name.

SAM

I’m sorry, the file we have on you

doesn’t include a first name.

MR SANTOS’S SON

No? Looks like I was right not to

trust your intelligence network.

How lax are your agent’s that you

don’t collect information like

that? It’s no wonder my father was

killed under your protection.

Sam grits her teeth.

SAM

Your name, sir?
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MR SANTOS’S SON

My name? Hear it and remember it

well. My father christened me...

Loveykins.

Sam facepalms, Bert and Ernie break into unrestrained

laughter. LOVEYKINS glowers at them.

SAM

Okay, so your name is Loveykins. I

don’t suppose that means something

noble in a language I don’t know.

LOVEYKINS

No.

BERT

Ha! Maybe that’s why they killed

your father; for giving you a name

like that.

Loveykins glares at him. Sam looks disapproving

BERT

Ha, huh...Too soon?...sorry.

SAM

Which brings me back to why I

came...Loveykins, as you can

imagine we take your fathers death

very seriously, and we are running

an investigation to-

LOVEYKINS

Bullcrap.

SAM

I’m sorry?

LOVEYKINS

Bullcrap. You’re here because I

kept hassling you about the

deposit. Which is what I wanted.

SAM

Um...sure. Now that we’re here,

what did you want to talk about?

LOVEYKINS

I want to hire you.
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SAM

We have a device that lets you do

that; it’s called a telephone.

LOVEYKINS

Haven’t I just demonstrated that I

don’t trust your networks? They’re

worthless! For instance, do you

even know the reason why my father

hired you people?

He glares at them, but nobody has an answer.

LOVEYKINS

At University my father was part of

an organization; the ’Super Happy

Fun Fun Serious Lawyers Club’ of

that club he kept in touch with no

less than 50 of them after

graduating. Then one by one those

people started turning up dead

until suddenly he was the last one

left. My father could recognize a

pattern; that’s why he hired you.

SAM

Well that’s all-

LOVEYKINS

There’s more

SAM

Oh by all means go on.

LOVEYKINS

All of the members of the ’Super

Happy Fun Fun Serious Lawyers Club’

had children, and without fail,

after each death, those children

vanished. I can recognize a pattern

too; that is why I’m hiring you as

well.

ERNIE

Now if we could all hold on for

just a moment; I think I’ve found a

flaw in your plan. These people

failed to protect your father, and

you want them protecting you?

LOVEYKINS

You are, unfortunately, the best I

can afford. Up till now I’ve stayed

(MORE)
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LOVEYKINS (cont’d)
safe by being very visible during

the day and totally invisible at

night. By tonight that will no

longer be possible. You were late.

SAM

What makes you think we’ll even

work for you.

Loveykins pulls a line and draws a briefcase out of the

water. It is full of gold. Sam offers no further objections.

Loveykins begins talking. While he is talking the scene

dissolves into the next scene; turning his voice into a

voice over.

LOVEYKINS

I’m attending a subspace

archaeology conference tonight. My

regular bodyguards will be there

looking obvious. All I need you to

do is mingle with the crowd, and

save me during the sudden but

inevitable kidnapping.

INT.ARCHAEOLOGYCONFRENCE.NIGHT

The scene is a crowded hall; packed with exhibits and people

milling around. Loveykins is talking to a small knot of

people, the meeting seems to go well, and they break up

smiling.

Loveykins is left alone with his exhibit.

Bert and Ernie emerge from the crowd behind him to lean on

his shoulders.

LOVEYKINS

Get off me you idiots! You’re

supposed to mingling; I don’t want

anyone knowing that I hired you.

BERT

Yeah, I know; I can remember you

telling us that, it’s like it

happened seconds ago. But the

people here are boring.

LOVEYKINS

You are not here to be entertained.

You are here to protect myself and

the exhibit.
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ERNIE

Oh yes, this thing. If I may ask,

why is it that you’re exhibiting a

shovel? The other exhibits here

seem much more interesting; There’s

a man over there showing a

multidimensional diamond.

LOVEYKINS

Dr. Diablo? He’s a fraud; that’s

nothing more than a hypercubic

Zirconium. Look if I tell you what

my exhibit is will you leave me

alone?

BERT

I’ll go, and I’m sure I can

distract Ernie with something

shiny.

ERNIE

Arsehole.

Loveykins shrugs them off and takes on a dramatic air.

LOVEYKINS

I present to you. The Traveling

Shovel of Death!

Pause

BERT

Come again?

LOVEYKINS

The Traveling! Shovel! of Death!

ERNIE

Indeed, I’ve got that. What does it

do?

LOVEYKINS

It’s a shovel. It travels around.

And kills things.

BERT

Oh, that’s cool. How does it do

that? It doesn’t have any legs.

LOVEYKINS

What? What kind of children’s

stories were you raised on? It’s

infantile to think that a shovel

(MORE)
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LOVEYKINS (cont’d)

needs legs to get around. It is a

cosmic entity of the subspace

continuum. It is in every universe

at once. What I have confined to

this display case is arguably the

most important find in subspace

archaeology.

ERNIE

Indeed? Does it do anything cool?

LOVEYKINS

It’s at every point of the universe

at the same time. You don’t

consider this impressive?

Blank looks.

Loveykins sighs

LOVEYKINS

It can kill absolutely anything;

even abstractions that don’t

strictly exist.

BERT

Oh, cool. So it’s the ultimate

weapon then?

LOVEYKINS

If you were stupid enough to use a

semisentinent cosmic entity as a

weapon then yes; it would be the

ultimate weapon. Now will you go

mingle? I think I see the chair of

council of inadvisable applied

archaeology walking this way.

BERT

Sure thing. Ernie, have you seen

the diplomat from Ultrastan?

ERNIE

What are you talking ab- AH!

Beautiful Woman!

He rushes through the crowd; knocking over several people

including a waiter who was carrying something on fire.
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LOVEYKINS

Yes. Only now am I beginning to

suspect why I couldn’t remember you

two from the MIB company directory.

BERT

Yeah, we do that. I’m off; I’m

gonna try to steal something from

the kitchen.

He goes.

LOVEYKINS

There may be more holes in my plan

than I originally realized. At

least it can’t get much worse.

There are five figures kneeling on the ceiling beams. They

are all robed and hooded. The figure in the center is

recognizable as the assassin from the first scene; his

tattoo still reads 108. The 4 others around him also have

holographic forehead tattoos; though their numbers are

noticeably lower.

The assassin signals to his men, and two of them detach from

the group to run forwards along the beams.

Two others kneel down and shoot grappling hooks onto the

beams ahead.

INT.STAGE

There is an applauding crowd, and Loveykins is getting up

onto a spotlight lit stage. The shovel is in the case behind

him.

LOVEYKINS

My friends, colleges, and honored

diplomats. It is a great pleasure

to welcome you all here today.

Bert is in the crowd, talking to an interested looking young

man.

BERT

Oh yeah mate, absolutely. I blow

just about everybody I meet. Heck I

blew a huge crowd of ninjas just a

few days ago.

(CONTINUED)
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YOUNG MAN

Wow. So I guess you’re pretty good

at blowing then?

BERT

Good? Mate, I’m the best at

blowing; I’ve never met anyone

better. Well except for my father

of course, but that’s a whole

nother story.

YOUNG MAN

Well I’d like to hear it some time.

Do you think you could give me a

demonstration of your blowing

skills?

BERT

Well I don’t see why not.

He leans back in his chair, points his head at the ceiling,

and breathes in.

LOVEYKINS

And in the words of the immortal

Bacon...

He sees two of the robed people swinging across the room

towards him.

LOVEYKINS

Oh, Balls!

One of the robed people is caught by the blast from Bert

below, and smashes into the ceiling.

The second one grabs Loveykins around the waist and keeps on

swinging; rising up towards the other end of the room where

two people are reaching out to grab him.

SAM

Bert! Shoot me up!

YOUNG MAN

Is it the best time for that?

The two waiting robed figures have their hands swatted away

by a flying card. The swinging man fails to get a grip on

the ledge and starts swinging backwards.

Halfway down he’s intercepted by the Sam on the other

grappling line. She grabs Loveykins out of his arms.
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LOVEYKINS

You’re late!

SAM

You’re welcome!

She reaches the top of her swing and kicks out with both

legs; catching both robed figures in the face.

YOUNG MAN

Okay, that was cool.

Sam is over balanced by the kicks and goes into a bouncy

spin on the way down. The grappling hook loses grip on the

beam and she falls onto a table; spreading soup all over the

guests.

YOUNG MAN

That wasn’t.

The robed figure on the first grappling line lets go and

drops gracefully towards them, swinging his shotgunchuck.

There is a brief but violent scuffle. The robed figure is

trying to both fight Sam, and grab Loveykins, he is doing

neither very well. Sam is trying to fight the robed figure

and defend Loveykins, and is doing neither very well.

Loveykins comes of worst; since Sam keeps shoving him out of

the way of grabbing hands and shotgunchuck swings, and into

tables and bowls of soup.

Sam finally lands a good kick and drops the robed figure.

She nods with satisfaction, and is bowled over from behind

by two robed figures who grab Loveykins and run.

The figures shot their grappling hooks up to the beams.

Bert is standing on the beam. He catches the hooks, and

cheerfully throws them back down.

The robed figures look confused for a moment. And then they

get their legs swept out from under them by cards.

ERNIE

Excuse old boy; I wasn’t sure you’d

been carded.

Bert had been floating gracefully down on his own air

breath. At Ernie’s words he cringes and drops the last two

meters to the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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BERT

Dude! What! No! That’s terrible!

ERNIE

Arsehole! I’d like to see you do

any better!

BERT

Fine!

He drags one of the figures to his feet, and punches him in

the face.

BERT

Ha! Here’s...punching? at you kid?

ERNIE

Ha!

BERT

Arsehole.

They take a look around.

BERT

Is it over already?

ERNIE

It would appear so. But no matter.

We had a good fight, we protected

our client, someone is stealing the

shovel.

LOVEYKINS

WHAT!?

The head assassin is standing over the shattered display

case with the shovel in his hand.

ASSASSIN

Oh this is terribly rude of me

isn’t it? I’m awfully sorry to

intrude like this, please return to

your lovely party; I’ll let myself

out.

He sprints off

BERT/ERNIE

GET HIM!

They sprint after him.

(CONTINUED)
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They emerge on the balcony to find the head assassin being

hoisted into a futuristic airship.

BERT

Ha! I win arsehole; you can’t fly!

Bert looks towards the airship and breathes in sharply;

sucking himself into the air. He looks back cheerfully and

sees a grinning Ernie holding onto his teeshirt.

BERT

Yeah okay arsehole, that’s the way

you want it?

He spins around so that Ernie is between him and the ship.

BERT

SERVICE!

He breathes out; shooting Ernie towards the ship.

BERT

HA!

He smashes back into the balcony

BERT

Oww!

Ernie shoots through the air, and manages to stick his sword

into the side of the airship. He cheers and tears open a

hole.

There are two shocked looking robed figures inside. Ernie

takes them down quickly, but not before one of them sounds

the alarm. A huge crowd of assassins rush down the hallway

towards him.

With great calmness and dignity Ernie turns to face them. He

lifts his sword, and spreads a fan of cards in his other

hand.

ERNIE

Come my friends; oblivion awaits.

Bert barrels backwards down the corridor; bowling over all

the assassins.

ERNIE

What the hell arsehole! You ruined

my dramatic moment!
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BERT

Like hell arsehole! I wasn’t

hanging back for your moment.

ASSASSIN

I do wish you two would stop

fighting. I really do find it most

distressing.

The head assassin is standing in the corridor; surrounded by

his disorientated troops. The Traveling Shovel of Death is

in one of his hands.

ASSASSIN

Please allow me to introduce

myself. I am Grandmaster Sweetypie.

Bert and Ernie collapse onto each other; laughing their

heads off.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I know, I know. Perhaps it is best

you get it out now. Please inform

me when you are done laughing.

Bert and Ernie’s laughter fades; they are unnerved by the

polite air of Grandmaster Sweetypie as he wait for them to

finish.

They stop laughing.

Nothing happens.

ERNIE

Um...We’re ready, old boy.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Ah, wonderful. I wanted to tell you

that I was very impressed that you

managed to follow me onto this

ship, which is why I’m giving you

you opportunity to leave now.

BERT

What? Seriously?

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Indeed. You have so far seen

nothing we can’t give away this

late in the game. We don’t have the

ability to drop you off anywhere,

and I’d prefer not to kill you.

Really our only option would be to

(MORE)
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GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE (cont’d)
take you prisoner, and that would

be an imposition on both our

freedoms. Perhaps call this a

mulligan? I feel it would be better

for both of us.

Bert and Ernie look at each other; unable to believe what

they’re hearing.

They laugh and drop back into a fighting stance.

BERT

Yeah right. What kinda heroes would

we be if we gave up now?

ERNIE

It is well known that heroes must

overcome many obstacles before they

achieve greatness. We have overcome

much, and we shall overcome you

too!

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I am not a villain, or a obstacle

to overcome.

BERT

Nah. You’re a boss fight! We beat

your minions and now we’re going to

take you down!

ERNIE

And we shall succeed, for you face.

BERT

Bert and Ernie

BERT/ERNIE

GENTLEMAN ADVENTURERS!

ERNIE

So in the words of the immortal Mr

Nutt, ’Come on, if you think you’re

hard enough’

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Very well.

He flicks the shovel, and a great force splats Bert and

Ernie against the wall.
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BERT

This difficulty curve is all kinds

of messed up.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I must apologize for that, but I

felt that it was the best way of

dealing with the situation (To

minions) Please peel them down and

lock them in the brig.

He walks away as the minions advance.

INT.WINDOWLESS JAILCELL.NIGHT

The scene is a windowless jail cell. There is a figure

brooding in a shadowy corner. Bert and Ernie are hurled in.

LOVEYKINS

Well. This is just perfect, isn’t

it?

BERT

Loveykins? How did you get here? We

saved you.

LOVEYKINS

Right, and then you left me alone

to chase after the next thing that

caught your eye. Good work there;

really stellar.

BERT

Sam was there.

LOVEYKINS

And unconscious. Seems to

me that’s something you should

have checked.

ERNIE

Oh no! My love was injured?! We are

unworthy to walk the earth!

LOVEYKINS

Stop that. I was given some

information when I was taken

aboard, and we don’t have much

time. Pay attention.
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ERNIE

Oh, how can ones such as we hope to

regain-

Bert clonks him upside the head.

ERNIE

Ow, what was that for arsehole?!

LOVEYKINS

PAY ATTENTION! I have found out

that we are in the hands of an

ancient order dedicated to one

thing, and one thing only.

BERT

What’s that?

LOVEYKINS

Defending the purity of names, by

killing those who abuse the

privilege.

ERNIE

Wait, what?

LOVEYKINS

Yes. My father died because he gave

me an embarrassing name, and now by

ancient tradition I am to join the

order to punish other such

transgressions in the future.

BERT

Wait, wait, hold on! If we’re

fighting the good guys, does that

make us the bad guys?

Ernie and Loveykins look at him.

BERT

Well, just saying; can you imagine

growing up with a really

embarrassing name?

LOVEYKINS

Yes. However I’ve had time to do

some soul-searching and I have

resolved that I shall not join this

order. I disapprove of their

recruitment philosophy. At any rate

it is their stated goal to kill

god; I think that makes you the

good guys again.
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BERT

Wait; they want to kill god. Why?

LOVEYKINS

Haven’t you been paying attention?

God gave his son an embarrassing

name, and it is the purpose of this

group to punish such

transgressions.

ERNIE

My word, you mean Jesus?

LOVEYKINS

Indeed, surely you can see that it

is in poor taste to name your son

after a swear word?

Bert and Ernie nod; they can see that.

ERNIE

Very well, what would you have us

do?

LOVEYKINS

What am I, your CO? They’re taking

us to their headquarters. We’re

probably important enough that

Grandmaster Sweetypie will show up

in person to escort us. All you

have to do is overpower him, shut

the order down, and get me back to

the conference.

BERT

Overpower him? He has the Shovel!

Ultimate weapon, remember.

LOVEYKINS

And whos fault is that? Look if

this was easy I’d just do it

myself. As it stands you have about

5 seconds to think of something. 4-

3- 2-

Grandmaster Sweetypie appears outside the cell; flanked by

minions.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I’m pleased to inform you that we

have arrived without incident. The

two of you will now be moved to a

more secure jail cell.
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ERNIE

My word! That didn’t seem to take

long at all.

BERT

Hardly seems worth putting us in

prison.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Perhaps you are right, but I feel

tradition must be maintained in the

face of advancing technology, or

else what was the point? Now if

you’ll please step into this chute,

it will transfer you to your new,

more secure lodgings.

He gestures to a laundry chute in the wall, and opens the

jail cells doors.

For a loss of anything better to do Bert and Ernie stand up

and file out.

BERT(TO ERNIE)

Think of something.

Ernie is clearly thinking quite hard. His hand blurs and one

of the minions swats a card out of the air with his

shotgunchucks.

BERT(TO ERNIE)

Something better.

Ernie can’t think of anything. They reach the chute. Bert

has one leg in.

BERT

WAIT!

He points dramatically at Grandmaster Sweetypie

BERT

Under ancient tradition I challenge

you to a Duel!

ERNIE

Ancient tradition?

BERT

There’s got to be at least one. (to

Grandmaster Sweetypie)Isn’t that

right, Grandmaster?
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GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Well yes; of course there is, but

this really is a bad time. We are

in the final stages of a assignment

that promises-

BERT

Too bad, I challenge you.

ERNIE

Myself also.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Yes, very well. By tradition I

cannot refuse. My guards will

escort you to the arena while I

delegate a few tasks. I shall be

with you momentarily.

He walks off, and the guards begin escorting them.

ERNIE

My word, old boy. That was some

smooth thinking there. What’s the

plan now?

BERT

I didn’t really think this far

ahead, so... panic and wildly

improvise.

ERNIE

Ah, back to plan A.

INT.ARENA.NIGHT

Bert and Ernie are in a arena. It is built along the lines

of the Coliseum and terminates several stories up with a

concrete roof covering everything.

BERT

You know I’ve never fought in a

formal duel before. How does it go?

ERNIE

Dear me. What causes you to believe

I know anything about duels?

BERT

That’s what nobility is right? A

whole lot of dueling and incest.
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ERNIE

Hey shut it, arsehole. If my family

were here.

BERT

You’d be fucking your mother, I

know.

They fight

JUDGE

Excuse me, I hate to interrupt you,

but your opponent has arrived.

Grandmaster Sweetypie is standing at his end of the arena,

looking at them.

BERT

Right, so remind me how this works?

ERNIE

We challenged him so he’ll probably

get to chose weapons; swords or

pistols.

BERT

Hope he picks swords.

ERNIE

Why?

BERT

Because I want pistols.

An ornamental box is wheeled out into the arena by the

judge. It is brought before GrandMaster Sweetypie, but he

doesn’t bother opening it.

JUDGE

Honorable Grandmaster, please

select your weapon.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I select the great equalizer. The

ultimate weapon. THE TRAVELING

SHOVEL OF DEATH.

He holds the shovel aloft, and there is a crack of

lightning. The crowd, and Bert, ooooooh’s. Ernie elbows him

in the ribs.

The judge wheels the box over to Bert and Ernie. It opens to

reveal many deadly weapons.
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JUDGE

Honorable Guests, please select

your weapons.

ERNIE

I select his shovel.

BERT

Me too.

There is a long pause. The judge doesn’t look angry; he’s

just waiting politely.

ERNIE

Very well then, for this duel to go

ahead I insist on having a

steamroller.

The judge rummages through an ice cream container of keys.

JUDGE

Would you prefer the standard or

missile armed?

ERNIE

Missile armed?

JUDGE

Here you are sir. And for you

honorable guest?

BERT

Er...I want an army. A big one.

With nukes!

JUDGE

Very good sir.

He scatters some seeds onto the ground and splashes some

liquid over them. The seeds grow into plant soldiers who

begin arming themselves with atomic grenades.

Everyone moves into battle positions. Ernie is in his

steamroller, Bert is behind him, behind them both is a huge

wall of green. Ernie steps forward and turns to face his

army.

ERNIE

My friends, My Romans, My

genetically engineered plant

freaks, Bert, lend me your ears!

The plant soldiers make a sound like Skreee? And look around

in confusion
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ERNIE

We fight today a foe unlike any

other. Our opponents do not expect

us to prevail, and who can say;

perhaps they are right?

BERT

You’re loosing them!

ERNIE

Perhaps this foe is too great,

perhaps we should just admit defeat

and give up now.

BERT

Boo, you suck!

ERNIE

After all, in all the years of the

shovel’s existence it has never

once been defeated. It hunts it’s

prey across worlds and relentlessly

preys on flesh. Do we few, we happy

few believe we can be the first to

halt it?

BERT

Mate. Are you trying to help?

PLANT SOLDIERS

Skree!

ERNIE

I think we can do it

PLANT SOLDIERS

Skree?

ERNIE

When early man looked at a river.

Did he stop? Declare it impassable?

Give up? No he did not! He built a

bridge and got over it. And when

man looked upon Everest, the roof

of the world, the home of the gods,

did he say it can’t be done? No! He

mounted that sonofabitch and

knocked the bastard off! No matter

what has happened to humanity we

have always PREVAILED. And they

think a SHOVEL is going to stop us?

A mere GARDENING IMPLEMENT!? I SAY

NO!
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He flicks a card into the cab of his steamroller, and a

missile explodes behind him.

ERNIE

WE ARE HUMANITY. THE STRONGEST

SON’S OF BITCHES IN THE WHOLE

COSMOS! WE SHALL NOT BEND, WE SHALL

NOT YIELD, WE SHALL TASTE SHOVEL

FLESH!! NOW WHO’S WITH ME?

PLANT SOLDIERS

SKREEEEEEEEEEEEE!

ERNIE

THEN CHARGGGGGGGEEEEEEE!

With a great roar the army attacks. Missiles fly, grenades

explode.

Grandmaster Sweetypie swings the shovel around himself.

Missles and genades are swatted out of the air.

He brings the shovel low, and gives a great sweap.

ERNIE

Crap!

Ernie hits the ground. Nobody else reacts fast enough. There

is a huge blast of force that sends the whole army flying.

Ernie gets up to see the army piled in a great heap at the

other end of the arena, his steamroller is on its back and

half buried.

ERNIE

Well. Crap.

He turns to face Grandmaster SweetyPie. The Grandmaster is

smiling knowingly.

ERNIE

You know what? Fine! I’ll take you

down myself. This is how adventures

end, with the hero standing alone!

I SHALL-

He ducks as his steamroller hurtles over his head and

smashes into Sweetypie.

Bert breathes in as hard as he can; so that he is sucked

across the arena at blinding speed.

Ernie tackles him out of the air.
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ERNIE

WHAT THE HELL, ARSEHOLE? THAT WAS

MY STEAMROLLER! I WASN’T DONE WITH

IT!

BERT

UP YOURS ARSEHOLE! THIS IS MY

ADVENTURE TOO!

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I would appreciate it if you two

would either make out, or return

your attention to me; we are, after

all, still dueling.

ERNIE

Very well, this shall be how it

ends.

BERT

Two heroes, stomping down the

villain.

Ernie draws a card, and draws it back to throw. In the

sudden movement his hair seems to spike up.

ERNIE

It’s time to duel!

A frantic messenger boy runs out into the arena with his

hands over his head. He whispers something into the

grandmaster’s ear, then scuttles off again.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I apologize, but it seems I’ll not

be able to finish our duel; I have

just received word that we have

successfully opened a portal to

heaven.

BERT

Riiiight; The ultimate weapon; I

knew there was something we were

meant to stop.

ERNIE

Oh dear, Gabriel will be annoyed

with us won’t he?

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Since I cannot finish this duel I

shall elect a second to finish it

for me.
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He shoves the shovel into the ground and great cracks issue

forth; light pouring from them.

A grey skinned Rent-A-Thug claws his way out of the earth.

His eyes and hands glow and a slash in his neck seems to be

leaking lightning.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

This man was killed by the shovel

about half a year ago by a sliced

carotid artery. I nominate him as

my second, and now I must

respectfully take my leave.

He walks away. The zombie rent-a-thug stands stock still

where he clawed out of earth, groaning slightly.

ERNIE

Hold on. Correct me if I wrong, but

that’s a Zombie, correct?

BERT

Sure looks like it.

ERNIE

So we’re fighting a zombie. This

adventure is starting to turn

weird.

BERT

Whatever, we just have to rip the

zombie a new one, get Loveykins

out, then stop the order before

they kill Go- Hey this makes us the

good guys again, right?

ERNIE

Hey, you’re right. Let us begin at

once! That zombie can’t possibly-

There’s a grey blur as the zombie tackles Bert across the

arena, smashing several plant soldiers against the wall.

ERNIE

...Be a lot faster than he looks.

The zombie floats dramatically into the air. The sand

ripples underneath him. He rotates to face Ernie.

ERNIE

So be it. Come my battle friend; we

shall dance with death tonight.

Come to me and-
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The zombie smashes him into the opposite wall.

ERNIE

You are a LOT faster than you look.

The zombie roars and goes to bite at Ernie’s head, but

misses as Bert slams into his back.

ERNIE

Owww! Arsehole!

He stabs through the zombie to get at Bert.

BERT

Ow! what the hell, arsehole? We’re

on the same side.

He grabs the zombie’s head and uses it to hit Ernie several

times.

The zombie roars and shoots into the sky. It looks down and

sees Bert and Ernie scrapping with each other. After a

moment’s disbelief it dives on them.

BERT/ERNIE

YOU STAY OUT OF THIS!

They both punch the diving zombie, and go straight back to

fighting.

The zombie boils with rage. It raises its hands to the sky

and roars. Lightning bolts rain down. One strikes our

heroes.

BERT

Hey watch it!

The zombie roars again. The ground splits open under our

heroes feet. They can’t possibly keep footing and they fall.

Bert takes to the sky, but he is shot down by a stray bolt

of lightning.

The zombie drops forcefully to the ground; a huge wave of

sand strikes our heroes, and becomes a huge drift at one end

of the arena.

There is a long moment.

Then our heroes claw their way up from under the sand;

wearied and in pain.
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BERT

We might’a underestimated him.

ERNIE

You think?

The Zombie comes in to land. It watches our heroes, and

raises a hand. Lightning begins crackling in its palm.

There is a roll of thunder.

Our heroes open their eyes to find the zombie looking around

in confusion.

A large chuck of ceiling lands on the zombie; squashing it

into the ground.

The Mibs are abseiling down from the ceiling, raking fire

through the panicking crowd.

PERCY

Tut, tut, they get to put in

something like this, but we can’t

even put in a new air conditioner?

This is positively scandalous!

The MIB’s land and drag our heroes to their feet.

BERT

How did you find us?

PERCY

Oh darling! We stuck so many

tracking devices on you it’s a

wonder you could move.

ERNIE

Oh... well I’m glad that worked out

then.

MARTY

We deployed you in accordance with

the archangel Gabriel’s wishes.

What have you learned?

BERT

Ernie and I must get to heaven.

SAUL

I could shoot you
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ERNIE

I don’t think that would work...For

several reasons.

SAM

I know someone who could help.

INT.SANTOS’S RESIDENCE.DOORSTEP.DAY

Lola opens her door to find a huge team of MIB’s on her

doorstep, along with two grinning idiots, her son, several

jeeps, and a cargo plane.

SAM

Hello Ms Santos, could we use your

basement?

INT. BASEMENT LABORATORY

Lola pulls a switch and the hypercube starts spinning.

SAM

And that’s it is it? It’s burrowing

towards heaven?

LOLA

Um... Yes, but I’ve never broken

through before.

SAM

What? Never?

LOLA

The subspace is very thick around

there...Are you with that group

from before.

SAM

Group?

LOLA

They wanted to burrow towards

heaven too. I aimed my machine at

heaven and left them alone.

MARTY

You left a strange group of people

in your basement alone?
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ERNIE

Oh how cruel is the world that

beautiful women must suffer like

this!

LOVEYKINS

And they wonder why I’m messed up.

SAM

This group. Were they wearing

robes?

Suddenly everyone’s attention is absolute

LOLA

Um... Yes, and little floating

tattoos on their foreheads.

MARTY

Quickly, what happened to them?

LOLA

Um... I heard some chanting, then

there was bright light, and when I

went to check on them the basement

was empty.

MARTY

Then they got in?

LOLA

Um... I think so.

SAM

Do you remember the chants?

LOLA

Um... no; I didn’t recognize the

language... It sounded like they

kept hitting themselves with wooden

planks.

There is silence.

LOLA

My equipment has bottomed out; it

can’t push any deaper.

There is more silence.

BERT

Maybe we should try hitting each

other with wooden planks?
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ERNIE

My word, that’s it!

BERT

Right, come on.

He shifts to fight, but Ernie is ignoring him. Ernie bustles

over to the corner and begins dragging out the guitar hero

equipment.

ERNIE

It’s music! Music plays with the

boundary’s of reality; that’s why

they were chanting! We have to make

music too!

BERT

Yes!

SAM

No. That’s insane. If you could

weaken reality with music, you

could destroy reality with a

trumpet blast.

But they aren’t listening to her. Bert gets the guitar hero

equipment running and the two of them start using them.

BERT

There’s a lady who’s sure

ERNIE

All that glitters is gold

BOTH

And she’s buying a stairway to

heaven

They both gesture to the others to join in, but the others

seem reluctant

BERT

When she gets there she knows

ERNIE

If the stores are all closed

BOTH

With a word she can get what she

came for

The others look exasperated
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BOTH

Ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh, ooh

And she’s buying a stairway to

heaven

With a look of desperation. Marty joins in with the only

plan they have. He starts drumming and singing along.

The song becomes more uptempo and epic.

The others start following Marty’s example and joining in.

Lola thoughtfully hands around some guitars and Percy

launches into an epic guitar rift.

The song becomes more energetic and awesome, as more people

lend their voices and improvised instruments, until the

basement rocks with feet stamping in tempo. Unnoticed by

anyone but Lola, one of dials associated with the spinning

hypercube is twitching.

Sam at last gives into the madness and adds her voice to the

chorus as the song rolls to a stop.

ALL

And she’s buying a stairway...

Beat. Everyone beats down on their instruments at once.

ALL

To Heaven!

Amidst the screeching guitars and rocking drum rolls there

is a flare of white light, and a brilliant white portal,

like the one Gabriel uses, appears centered on the

hypercube.

There are cheers.

SAM (LAUGHING)

I can’t believe that worked!

BERT

One more time!

MARTY

No! We have no time; we must go

now! I’ll get the jeeps.

He darts back up the stairs. The others start to organize

themselves.

Sam rounds on Loveykins and Lola.
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SAM

Now I know you probably want to go

through the portal with us, but

what I want you to understand is

that this isn’t a field trip and...

LOVEYKINS

Like hell I’m going through that

thing.

SAM

...What?

LOVEYKINS

The whole reason I’m paying meat

shields like you is so that I don’t

have to do ridiculously stupid

things. Now get through the rip in

space time and go kill the man who

killed my father.

SAM

Which one was that?

LOVEYKINS

I’m not totally sure; just keep

killing thing until you run out of

ammo.

There is a huge wrench and the ceiling above them

disappears. With a huge downdraft we see a helicopter

lifting the house away. Marty drives a jeep into the now

open basement and through the portal at top speed. The jeep

is noticeably loaded down with heavy weaponry.

SAM

That may take a while.

LOVEYKINS

...THE HELL?!!!

PERCY

Relax darling! We’ll put it down

somewhere safe.

He grabs a hold of a jeep as it speed past, and disappears

into the portal.

LOVEYKINS

WHO IS FLYING THAT THING?

There is a crunching noise from offcamera.
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BERT(O.C.)

ARSEHOLE! I told you that wasn’t

the hand break!

Bert and Ernie fly in from off camera and smash into a wall.

They start to fight, but are interrupted by Loveykins

showing up and punching them.

LOVEYKINS

THAT IS NOT SHOWING UP ON YOUR

EXPENSE ACCOUNT ARSEHOLES! YOU OWE

ME FOR ANY DAMAGE TO MY HOUSE!

ERNIE

I wouldn’t worry about it, old boy;

I always carry around blank checks.

He hands a check to Loveykins and leaps onto a passing jeep

with Sam and Bert. Altogether they drive into the portal.

EXT.HEAVEN.DAY

There is a brief moment spent taking in the bright ambient

light of heaven. Then we see the massacred angels and the

destroyed temple.

The other MIB’s are taking in the scene with shock. Marty is

standing apart from them staring into the distance with a

look of great determination.

BERT

Heaven falls; details at eleven.

SAM

We were too late?

MARTY

No. This wreck is too small to be

the eternal city. We must find the

right direction and move fast;

they’ll already be on the move.

SAM

If these people weren’t targets

then why are they dead?

MARTY

That is the nature of the shovel;

It spreads death and destruction

wherever it goes. These people

weren’t even in the way, they were

just available. This ’Grandmaster’

(MORE)
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MARTY (cont’d)
may think he can control the

shovel, but in the end it will

destroy him too.

BERT

How do you know all this?

Marty doesn’t answer.

MARTY

We will need to get up high. The

eternal city should be visible over

the slums.

BERT

You want us to get high?

MARTY

Or the city’s name is going to

become very ironic.

EXT.THE SLOPES OF A TALL PEAK.DAY

The jeeps are driving up the side of a mountain, the view

spreads beautifully below then, but noone is paying

attention. All eyes are towards the peak.

Bert fly’s back over the top.

BERT

Hey you’ll never guess what I

found!

He spasms suddenly and drops out of the air. He lands on

Ernie.

ERNIE

What the hell, arsehole?

He notices a shuriken sticking out of Berts back, and

suddenly looks a little concerned.

An absolute plethora of ninjas leap out from where they were

concealed in the ridge ahead.

NINJA

ITAIYOSHU, YUTAIMASH...Oh wait,

you’re not training dummys.

The Ninja’s all land; suddenly totally passive. The MIB come

to a stop and sheepishly put away the huge amount of

hardware they had brought out when the Ninja’s jumped out.
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NINJA

Well this is exciting; we so rarely

entertain visitors these days. Hey,

I remember you!

He pointing at at Ernie who looks uncomfortable.

ERNIE

I’m sorry old boy, but I don’t

believe we’ve met.

NINJA

Nonsense; I remember you killing me

with a clean stab through the left

eye. A jolly good show, what!

ERNIE

Oh. Thankyou, old boy; I worked

hard to perfect that.

NINJA

It shows; we always appreciate good

training here.

SAM

This is weird.

NINJA

Oh and I remember you too my dear

girl. You caught me with a clean

shot through the head mid

somersault, marvelous; especially

given the poor lighting.

SAM

Oh. Thanks! I put in a lot of hours

at the rang-What am I saying? We

need to get to the eternal city

right now! Someone is going to kill

god!

NINJA

Oh my dear girl. You say that as

though it would be easy.

A child sized ninja pops out from behind the bigger one.

SMALL NINJA

Or possible.

NINJA

Quite. If the great Nietzsche

hasn’t managed it after all these

(MORE)
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NINJA (cont’d)
years of trying I doubt whichever

deranged subspace miner has broken

through this time is in a position

to do anything.

MARTY

But they’ve killed people already;

we can take you to their bodys!

NINJA (LAUGHING)

Oh, no, no. This is a common

misconception; what you came across

was simply a piece of of street

theater. Death is a common

preoccupation here in heaven; what

with the immortality and all.

MARTY

Their bodies were mangled. Some of

them had been cut in half!

NINJA

Then they were acting very well.

You must direct me to them later; I

should congratulate them on their

performance.

SAM

They’re dead!

NINJA

No, no, they were acting dead. Come

I’ll show you.

He leads them up the ridge and shows them the ninja

settlement. It consists of the assembly grounds from the

show Gabriel put on, and many huts centering on a great

plume of white fire.

NINJA

Behold. The Ninjopolis!

ALL

Oooooo.

An angel pops out of the flame.

NINJA

Hello and welcome to the

Ninjopolis. May I ask what happened

to you?
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ANGEL

Aggressive fashion advice.

NINJA

Ah, the Rouge Angles of Satin;

happens to the best of us.

The angel flits away.

NINJA

You see, what you came across

couldn’t possibly be a scene of

death. If it had been then the

angels would have come through

here.

SAM

Look, I can’t explain that right

now, but someone is still traveling

through heaven to kill God. We need

to get to the eternal city, and if

you’re the heavenly ninjas then you

should come with us.

NINJA

Oh do stay. It is getting late and

you can always go to the eternal

city tomorrow.

MARTY

We are going now. Are you coming

with us?

NINJA(SADLY)

No, I’m afraid not. We have a duty

here to discharge. Short of a

report from on high, we shall not

be moving.

There is a thunder clap.

GABRIEL

What is going on here? My dummies

made it all the way to the top

without being challenged and... Oh.

God! It’s you.

BERT

What, where?

GABRIEL

No I meant. Whatever; what are you

doing in heaven? You realize that

(MORE)
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GABRIEL (cont’d)
your presence here is an insult?

Heaven is too pure for the likes of

you, whose feet touch upon the base

clay! I say unto you THAT-

Saul shoots him in the face with his high powered sniper

rifle.

SAM

Thank you!

The ninjas snicker.

Gabriel regenerates and opens his mouth again. But Sam cuts

him off.

SAM

The people you sent us out to stop

are in heaven now; their plan is

still to kill God, so we have to

move now.

GABRIEL

Wait, you let them in? Boy I bet on

the wrong horse.

SAM

Okay, technically, you forced me to

help. Now get moving we have to

save God! They have the traveling

shovel of death.

GABRIEL

I don’t really know what that is,

and look I may have overstated the

actual risk to God. The old guy’s

tough, I don’t think they can do

more than rough him up. If I though

there was a serious risk of him

being killed I would have sent you

some more competent help than the

two idiots.

BERT

You wanna go, arsehole!

GABRIEL

People constantly plot against God,

pretending he’s in real danger is

just a good way to to get the pets

motivated.
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BERT

Can I beat on Big Gabby?

ERNIE

I don’t see why not.

They launch themselves at Gabriel and bear him to the

ground.

MARTY

Get those two idiots off him! We

have waited here far too long; just

point us at the eternal city and

we’ll do your job for you.

GABRIEL

As you wish, but...

He pauses, and looks to the north. All the ninjas turn as

well.

ERNIE

Gabriel old boy, what is it?

GABRIEL

Closer to the city, one of the

patrols was just attacked.

EXT.FLAT PLAIN.DAY

All the characters are standing and looking at a massacred

group of ninjas. It is very messy; there are body parts

everywhere.

The atmosphere is heavy. Everyone brooding on their own

thoughts.

BERT

The Traveling Shovel of Death. The

ultimate weapon. This is starting

to get messy.

Percy clap his hands together.

PERCY

All right, darlings! It looks like

our friends got here first. Let’s

go eviscerate them!

SAM

You heard the man everybody! Load

up and roll out! Gabriel you’re in

(MORE)
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SAM (cont’d)
the front with me, if you know a

faster way of getting to the

eternal city I need you to tell me

now.

All the MIBs run and jump into their jeeps. Sam looks back

and sees that Gabriel and the ninjas haven’t moved; they’re

still looking at the ninja bodies with shock.

SAM

Gabriel!

GABRIEL

They didn’t come back.

NINJAS (IN ECHOING CHORUS)

They didn’t come back.

SAM

Gabriel, if we don’t move now then

God; your friend, is going to die!

Gabriel looks up and starts to move, but then hesitates back

again.

GABRIEL

They didn’t come back. They’ve

always come back before, but they

didn’t come back. It has been

millennia since heaven has known

death, yet here they are. (To Sam)

Can you ask us to risk the eternal

oblivion for this?

SAM

Yes! That’s what you usually ask

us!

GABRIEL

But then I am an archangel! I was

there at the beginning of the

universe, and it was my right to

see it at the end. Will you take

this from me!? Will you leave me

to the cruel hands of random

chance?! The shovel changes all! I

have no guaranties! No protection!

No-

Someone shoots him. In the face. With a shotgun.
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GABRIEL

Ow! Goddamn it woman!

Marty steps down from the jeep and begins walking towards

the group.

MARTY

Not a Woman. And if you don’t stop

being a coward then you won’t get

to use that curse much longer.

GABRIEL

And who are you, to talk to me like

this? I am an archangel; older the

your civilization and as far above

you as you are above pond scum!

MARTY

You’re a coward. And I find your

lack of faith disturbing.

GABRIEL

Who are you!

MARTY

Somebody who’s faith has never

wavered. Someone who has never

hesitated to do what is right.

He tears a strip of white fabric off the mask of one of the

dead ninjas, and feeds into his collar. Cue pounding music.

He stands up; looking a lot taller than his 3 feet would

suggest.

MARTY

I am a man who’s faith is like

STEEL! I am a man who is everything

you SHOULD BE! I am FATHER MARTY,

and know son that though you have

strayed from the path I was sent to

bring you back to it.

GABRIEL (AWED)

How can we do this?

MARTY

Ask and ye shall receive. Pray and

the Lord will deliver it unto you.

Should proof be insufficient, I

find a shotgun picks up the slack

nicely.
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GABRIEL

What are you?

MARTY

Me? I’m just an ordinary human. It

says so on my badge.

EXT.THE PLAINS OUTSIDE THE ETERNAL CITY.DAY

The eternal city is ahead, it is made of emerald. There is a

wide highway moving towards it paved in gold. Along the

highway walks the order of embarrassing names. Grandmaster

Sweetypie is in front. He is splattered with blood and wears

the grin of the murderously insane; the other order members

are keeping a respectful distance from him.

Grandmaster Sweetypie looks up; a mad look in his eye.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Behold, worthy friends! We stand at

the gates of the city of God! His

death is our destiny!

He sees something out of the corner of his eye and swings

the shovel to swat a missile from the air.

Marty is propped up in a jeep, a huge rocket launcher on his

shoulder.

MARTY

I’m afraid not; your death is my

destiny.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I am terrible sorry I must

disappoint, mysterious stranger.

He swings the shovel in an upwards movement, and rips the

road up in a huge line towards the jeep. The jeep is thrown

from the road.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

So terribly, terribly sorry.

This may be a good training

exercise for our new recruits. New

members, I would be obliged if you

could check the wreck and ensure

that all the occupants are dead.
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SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

I say! Is that really necessary?

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

But of course. New members forward!

There is a pause.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

New members?

He turns.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

What is this?

Bert and Ernie drop the unconscious order members they were

holding to wave cheerfully.

BERT/ERNIE

It’s us again!

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Senior members to me!

Bert and Ernie launch themselves at the order members.

Grandmaster Sweetypie swings his shovel upwards. Ernie gets

to ground in time, but Bert is caught by the force and flung

into the sky.

Ernie dives into the knot of order members, and starts

fighting with great agility. The order members are having

great trouble hitting him with their shotgunchucks, and

Grandmaster Sweetypie can’t swing the shovel properly while

surrounded by shoving bodies; he settles for deflecting

Bert’s air blasts.

In spite of everything however, Ernie is still losing. The

shotgunchucks may only be hitting with glancing blows, but

the damage is mounting up, and he can’t fight back while

focusing on his own defense.

ERNIE

Hey Arsehole, a little help down

here? There are many of them and

I’m kind of not winning.

BERT

Shut it Arsehole! I’ll get there

when I get there.

Grandmaster Sweetypie is getting increasingly irritated by

the skinny man who keeps trying to stab him.
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GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Enough of this!

He jumps backwards out of the crush and swings his shovel

with all his might.

The entire knot is thrown clear off the highway and

scattered all over the ground. Somewhere in the distance

there is a thudding sound as Bert smashes into the ground.

Everyone lies still for a moment, and then begins to drag

themselves to their feet again; moaning horribly.

Grandmaster Sweetypie walks over to Ernie and kicks him hard

as he tries to get up. Ernie lands on his back and looks

down the length of the shovel.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

You know it has just occurred to me

that we never finished our duel; I

do believe that means I can kill

you freely. Marvelous.

He swings back the shovel to strike.

His back explodes, and he lets out a roar that could be made

by a human, but probably wouldn’t be.

His eyes flash white for a moment, and he swings his shovel

wildly. Jeeps are swept from the road, but the occupants are

already out of them and in firing positions.

Grandmaster Sweetypie swings the shovel in circles around

his head. Something like a tornado forms and deflects all

incoming fire.

Which is just as well because there is a lot of it.

There is general confusion. The order members can’t fire

accurately through the tornado any more than the MIBs can,

and Grandmaster Sweetypie can’t drop the tornado without

being blasted apart.

BERT

ABOMBABOMBABOMB-Gimmeabomb!

SAM

No! You don’t get explosives.

BERT

I’mma drop it down the middle!
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SAM

Oh.

She hands him something that looks like a monstrously

oversized grenade, and probably is. He starts flying up to

get above the tornado.

From inside the tornado Grandmaster Sweetypie sees it and is

furious.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

NO!

He slams the head of the shovel into the ground. In a split

second the the tornado is sucked underground. There is a

great earthquake and the ground becomes a mass of fissures.

Figures start to climb out of the ground. They are grey, and

their eyes glow with white fire.

The order members shout and leap at the MIBs, who are having

trouble defending themselves and fighting off the super

zombie hoard at the same time.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Ha! Yes this is how the world ends!

All bow before the shovel!

It’s clear that those order members able to hear him aren’t

too happy about the change in mission statement.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

That’s a little apocalyptic, old

boy. We’re here to write a wrong;

try not to loose sight of that.

Grandmaster Sweetypie laughs manically and starts swinging

the shovel to smash the new rock outcroppings.

Percy rolls to a stop and turns towards Grandmaster

Sweetypie. His guns blur, and so many bullets are fired that

it’s impossible to hear them apart.

A little girl zombie jumps in front of the hail of bullets

and is shredded down to nothingness.

Grandmaster Sweetypie is totally unharmed.

The heroes are losing; while they are all individually

tough, they are being overwhelmed by the sheer weight of

numbers, and they can’t form up together because the

Grandmaster would surely swat them.
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A zombie robot dinosaur claws at the ground and roars

musicly.

Ernie faces off against it. He is holding his sword out to

the side, at shoulder height and level with the ground. His

head is tilted down so that his hair covers his eyes and he

is smiling.

ERNIE

Come old friend. Let’s take you

home.

Something sails through the air and into the dinosaur’s open

mouth; which explodes.

BERT

Huh, Sweet. I blew up a giant space

velociraptor. What have you done

today?

ERNIE

YOU ARSEHOLE! YOU KNEW I ALWAYS

WANTED TO KILL A DINOSAUR!

They fight.

A Zombie Security guard leaps on them and pins them throat

first to the ground.

BERT

YOU STAY OUT OF THIS!

He shoots a blast of air at the Zombie; which swats the

zombie’s head back. The zombie slowly turns its head back to

our heros; growling ominously.

BERT

You know, I really expected that to

work.

ERNIE

HELP!

Over the shoulder of the zombie security guard there is a

glimmer of white and gold.

The action on the battlefield slows down slightly as

everyone starts to take notice of the incoming undefined

threat.

We see that there are 5 enormous white and gold dragons

soaring towards the battlefield. Gabriel is riding on the

head of the lead dragon. He gives a tarzan yell and hurls a

lighting bolt at Grandmaster Sweetypie.
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EVERYONE

Yay!

The lighting bolt washes harmlessly over him.

EVERYONE

Booo!

Grandmaster Sweetypie smiles.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Swat them from the air.

As one mass the entire collection of Zombies rises into the

air and pours towards the dragons. It is clear that the

dragons are horibly outmatched.

The air around the dragons suddenly turns black as thousands

of ninjas leap off the back of each one.

The zombies have just enough time to look shocked before

they are brought back down to earth by a mass of stabby

things.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Into the city!

The surviving order members and zombies sprint towards the

eternal city under heavy fire; both of the explosive and

suriken variety.

SAM

Keep him out of the city. It’s

packed solid with civilians!

Ernie carefully lines up his card in mid sprint and hurls it

at the reteating group. It slips through Grandmaster

Sweetypie’s gaurd and slices through his throat and out the

back of his neck; clearly severing his spine.

Grandmaster Sweetypie hisses in a way that clearly couldn’t

have come from a human, and for a moment his eyes flash

white.

And then they are inside; spreading out into the streets.

The emerald drawbridge was shattered.

SAM

Damn! Find him!

PERCY

No! He’s here for the big guy. Do

not engage; head straight for the

center!
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The MIBs try to skit the action and head for central temple.

But they are held back by the understandably panicing crowd.

The ninjas aren’t part of Percys command structure; they’re

still attemping to engage zombies and order members, and it

is whipping the crowd into a frenzy; making movement

impossible.

Screaming in frustation Marty starts firing his gun into the

air while pushing against the crowd. But he lacks the body

weight to force a hole, and the random gunfire is just

making the crowd riot more. Some old lady angel whacks him

with a cast iron skillet, and he falls to the ground.

Bert looks up at the sky and breathes in hard; sucking

himself up.

Some distance away he sees Grandmaster Sweetpie. Waves of

fire are coming off his body; flinging passers by around and

cracking the emerald walls. He is walking at a comfortable

pace; unconcerned about the chaos he is causing.

BERT

Got you, you bastard.

Bert turns around to breath out and launch himself at

Grandmaster Sweetypies when something punches him in the

face.

He spins violently and smashes into a tower.

BERT

The hell?

There is zombie hovering in midair. He is a rather

disgusting looking man with a caved in head that crackles

with white lightning. He is leering.

The zombie sways drunkenly in the air for a moment and then

gives a cackling roar and shoots towards Bert with blinding

speed.

Bert just gets airborne in time. The tower shatters behind

him, and huge panes of glass fall to the street below.

Bert’s brass knuckles find their way to his hands and he

rounds on the zombie.

There is a visious fight. Both fighters are trying to get

behind the other; where they can hit their opponent, and not

get hit in turn. They’d look like flys buzzing around each

other, except for the sounds like slapping meat, and the

fact that one or the other will occasionally miss and smash

a building to peices.
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It is clear though that the zombie has the upper hand; it

can actually fly, whereas Bert can only approximate flight.

In spite of Bert being stronger and faster, the better

agility of the zombie is turning the fight in its favor.

A foot catches Bert in the back of the head and knocks him

out cold. He drops towards the street and falls like a sack

of potatos onto someones roof.

He regains consiousness in a crater of shattered emerald to

see the zombie leering down at him. The zombie draws back

his hands, and white fire starts to swirl between them.

ZOMBIE

KA!...ME!

BERT

No.

ZOMBIE

HA!...ME!

BERT

No, no, no.

Bert tries to get off the roof, but his body doesn’t respond

fast enough. He is bleeding rather a lot from where the

shattered emerald has sliced into him.

ZOMBIE

HA!

BERT

Nonononononononono!

A huge piller of fire bears down on him. Bert can’t possibly

move in time.

ERNIE

YOU! OWE! ME!

A zombie with a stocky build, and feathery brown hair, is

shoved in front of the beam. For a moment his body pulses,

and looks like it’s going to hold together under the force

of the beam. But then, with a wet tearing sound, the

zombie’s body comes apart.

Bert is thrown back against another wall under the force of

the blast, but he’s alive.

ERNIE

Ha! You see! Now that is how you

save someone, arsehole.
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Ernie is then tackled by a zombie homeless man, and

construction worker, and falls to the street below.

The zombie takes in all it has seen and draws back it’s

hands again.

ZOMBIE

KA!...

BERT

Not this time.

EXT.HEAVENLY STREETS.DAY

Ernie and the two zombies tumble down; bouncing off

balconeys and washing lines until they impact the street.

Ernie scrambles to his feet, and just manages to dodge a

swipe from the zombie homeless man. The zombie construction

worker is behind him, and swings down with his hammer.

Ernie gets out of the way in time, but the hammer catches

his sword; driving it into the street, and leaving it with a

90 degree bend.

ERNIE

THAT WAS A HEIRLOOM YOU BASTARD!

He launches himself at the construction worker, but the

homeless guy gets in the way and slashes upwards with his

long fingernails.

Shirt ripped and bleeding, Ernie is thrown backwards.

There is a visious fight. The homeless man fights hunched

over; slashing out like a rat. The construction worker is

slower, and delivers crushing blows with his hammer.

Ernie is the fastest of the three, but he is on the

defensive; every time he moves to attack one of the

fighters, the other closes with him.

The homeless guy in particular is fast; his blows usually

only miss by a little, and the distance is closing.

Suddenly an angel dressed in rouge drops from the sky. His

impratical satin outfit has tangled his wings.

The angel lands heavily on the zombie homeless man; crushing

him. Ernie leaps on the construction worker; a card in each

hand, and he proceeds to break the zombie down to it’s

composite parts. Lighting arcs between the parts as the
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zombie tries to hold itself together, but Ernie gets inside

the mostly open zombie and pushes outwards.

The zombie falls down in peices.

The zombie homeless man claws his way out of the angel and

opens his mouth to roar.

Then he realises he’s staring down the length of a playing

card.

EXT.ROOFTOP.DAY

Bert is smashing a big peice of emerald into a red sticky

patch that may have once been a zombie’s head.

Ernie pops up on the roof and runs past him.

ERNIE

Let’s go!

INT.CENTRAL TEMPLE.DAY

Grandmaster Sweetypie climbs the last few stairs and walks

into the lobby. The temple is quite high, and over his

shoulders half the eternal city is laid out in glorious

sunset. A lot of it is inexplicably on fire.

Marty is waiting for him. He is holding a very large gun.

Grandmaster Sweetypie looks at him. The fire rolling off him

slowly fades, and his face takes on a more human aspect.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I could be wrong. But I believe you

shot me with a rocket launcher

earlier.

Marty nods slowly.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

That gun you’re holding does look

impressive, but I rather think it

falls short of a rocket launcher,

don’t you? What makes you think you

can stop me?

Marty holds out the gun.
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MARTY

I stole this gun from the heavenly

armory. It is holier than a man who

lives his whole life in a desert

and never washes. And it’s .606.

He shifts his weight to heft the huge gun.

MARTY

You die here. This is the holy of

holys, and you shall go no further.

Grandmaster Sweetypie laughs. It is a small sound that echos

arround the room.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

You really think you can stop me?

Hm, ambitious. With this shovel I

can kill anything; even god.

MARTY

You will kill nothing more.

They shift; about to strike.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

Stop.

Several high ranking order members are climbing the steps.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

You are right. There has been far

too much killing today. Our

organisation has nothing against

you; step aside and you can leave

unharmed.

Grandmaster Sweetypie gives a slightly feral hiss, but

doesn’t object.

MARTY

You are here to kill God

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

We are here to right a wrong;

please bear that in mind. We are

the good guys here, and we have

nothing against you.

PERCY

As you say darling, but we have

something against you. One of your

men killed one of ours.
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The MIBs are making their way up the steps.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

An unfortunate part of both our

business’s. I assure you it wasn’t

intentional.

PERCY

Doesn’t matter Darling. We’re not

leaving until we have your leader’s

balls on a spoon.

Someone whispers in his ear

PERCY

Oh, and killing God? Tut, tut,

naughty!

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

Please think about this reasonably.

Our order protects children.

GABRIEL

Indeed. With murder.

Gabriel soars in and poses on top of the temple

GABRIEL

While I don’t normally care about

you worthless lesser beings-

Somebody shoots at him, but he leans to the side and dodges

it.

GABRIEL

-I think murder’s a little

disproportional to the crime don’t

you?

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

No, I don’t; Can you imagine

growing up with the name ’Crapper’

for instance? There is no doubt in

my mind that we make the world a

better place, and now we’re going

to make the biggest improvement

since the founding of this order.

PERCY

Oh darling, I don’t care about any

of that; just give us the

Grandmaster’s head and you can go.
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For a moment the senior order member looks like he’s

considering it, but then he shakes his head.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

We stand together as a family. You

cannot have him.

PERCY

We stand together as a family,

darling, and I will have his head.

In all groups weapons shift from the ’almost an insult’

position, to the ’definitely an insult’ position.

SAM

This is your last chance. We have

nothing against the rest of your

organization. Give us the

Grandmaster and you can walk away.

SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

I’m afraid not.

There is a scream approaching rapidly. And Bert tackles one

of the order members.

All hell breaks loose.

There are two fights. The first is the senior order members

vs the MIBs, Bert and Ernie, and Gabriel. The second is

Grandmaster Sweetypie vs Marty.

The senior order members have picked up experience while in

heaven. They are using their superior agility and short

range ability to close with the MIBS and lock them down.

This also gives them human shields against wind and

lightning.

The second fight should be fun to choreograph. The recoil on

Martys gun is so ridiculous that it fires him back several

meters every time he uses it. He is using the gun like a

staff, and manuvering with the recoil. Think what Yoda must

look like while fighting.

It’s worth noting that Grandmaster Sweetypie is making sure

that he dodges the holy bullets.

Both fights are roughly stalemated; neither can gain the

upperhand.

Ninjas leap in; surikens a blazing, and for a moment it

looks like the heroes are getting the upper hand. But then

some terrified looking junior order members show up and

restore the status quo.
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SENIOR ORDER MEMBER

Into the throne room!

MARTY

No!

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Ha! This is how it ends! Now this

world burns!

He charges down the corridor, deeper into the temple. Marty

shoots after him, but still can’t hit him.

Marty gets caught up in the crush of people as everyone

charges towards the throne room; some of them exchanging

blows as they realize they’re running next to sworn enemies.

With a great roar and a flash of white fire Grandmaster

Sweetypie swings the shovel against the great doors of God’s

chambers.

The doors are wrenched off their hinges. They go rolling

away and the chamber lies open.

GABRIEL/MARTY

NO!

God is sitting on his couch; watching his tv. On the tv is

the scene outside the chamber. God looks amused.

Gabriel’s eyes go from God, to the tv, and back again.

Something clicks behind his eyes.

GABRIEL

It was you. This whole time, it was

you! You set this up!

GOD

And, click goes the Gabby! I’m glad

you caught up.

GABRIEL

You wanted them to get the shovel.

Just so you had a good show!

GOD

Oh, you are good!

GABRIEL

You let people die! For real! I saw

their bodies!
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GOD

Me too; good show remember.

GABRIEL

That’s wrong!

GOD

I’m God. I make morality. Come now

you should really know this.

Gabriel knuckles his forehead.

GABRIEL

After this we are going to have a

good long talk. But right now you

need to put a stop to this. You

started it, and now you’re the only

one left who can end it.

GOD

Yes, I suppose you’re right. Play

times over; it’s time to put aside

the toys.

He points his hand at Grandmaster Sweetypie. With no warning

an incredible beam of energy tears out and engulfs the

Grandmaster.

The light is blinding, and the noise is deafening. All

across the enternal city people still fighting are thrown

off their feet.

Inside god’s chambers something strange crosses God’s face.

A shade of doubt; the Grandmaster isn’t dead.

At the point of beam the Grandmaster struggles to hold the

shovel up like a shield. He speaks through clenched teath.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

With this shovel I can kill

anything. EVEN. GOD!

He swings the shovel around his head. The beam becomes a

exploding ring of energy that catches God in the chest.

The shockwave rolls over the eternal city; shattering every

last peice of emerald.

Back at ruined central temple Grandmaster Sweetypie is the

only person left standing.

God stuggles to get back to his feet, but he is too badly

injured.
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Grandmaster Sweetypie walks around to his head.

GOD

Didn’t think this all the way

through.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

No, you really didn’t. But I must

thank you for making this possible.

He swings the shovel back.

The back of his head explodes and he falls to the ground;

stone dead.

Ernie walks up holding the holy shooter.

ERNIE

I retroactivly challange you to a

duel!

The Grandmaster bursts into white fire.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I accept!

He springs up and drives the shovel back.

BERT

NOOOO!

He shoves Ernie out of the way and catches the shovel

through the stomach. The energy field surrounding the shovel

shreads most of his body; all thats left is his head and his

feet; flying off in differant directions.

Right before it hits the floor, Bert’s head looks a little

suprised.

ERNIE

YOU BASTARD! I KILL YOU!

He charges at Grandmaster Sweetypie; firing the holy sniper

rifle the whole way.

Grandmaster Sweetypie steps casually around the bullets,

grabs the barrel, and slaps him with it.

Ernie is thrown to the floor; not totally consious.

Grandmaster Sweetypie laughs and snaps the gun in half.

He walks over to God and raises the shovel.
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GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

And once again.

There is a huge gust of wind that billows up the

Grandmaster’s robes so that he can’t see.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Oh, what is it now?

The wind is blowing into Bert’s three remaining bodyparts;

which are glowing.

In front of everyone’s amazed faces, the bodyparts explode

into sparkles and nothingness.

The wind dies down, and everything is still.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Weird, Anyway!

He swings back the shovel a third time. A huge blast of wind

smashes into him. He clatters some distance, and is impaled

on a shard of emerald.

There is a figure, made of wind, who looks like Bert.

BERT

Remember me, arsehole?

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I am sick of these interuptions.

He bursts totally into flame; the emerald melts out of him.

With a roar he shoves the head of the shovel into the

ground. Out of the fisure emerges a zombie Bert with firey

white eyes.

The zombie Bert roars and charges at wind Bert. Everyone

gasps, and those who have got back to their feet reach for

their weapons.

Wind Bert shifts to the side like a matador, and backhands

Zombie Bert.

Wind Bert stands impassive as zombie Bert smashes through

several kilometers of shattered Emerald.

The Grandmaster roars. Bert roars. They charge at each

other; fire and wind. Bert blasts him into the sky.
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They fight; not really looking human. The Grandmaster can’t

hit Bert with the shovel because Bert keeps breaking up and

moving out of the way. In frustration the Grandmaster

strikes using the shovel’s forcefield.

Bert hits the ruined temple as a huge gust of wind which

washes over our heroes.

Grandmaster Sweetypie decends from the sky. Fire collapsing

into a more human shape.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I shall not- can not be defeated by

the likes of you. Or anyone. I am

Grandmaster Sweetypie; one true

master of the Traveling Shovel of

Death. I am greater than you; as

far above you as you are above pond

scum! AND I-

The is interupted by a huge blast of water.

Gabriel is using a fire hose; under Ernie’s supervision.

GABRIEL

Ha! This is fun! Now I get it!

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

INFIDELS!

ERNIE

I never swore fidelity, old boy.

He hurls several cards at the patch where the water is

keeping the fire back, but they stick ineffectually in the

Grandmaster’s skin.

The Grandmaster charges at Gabriel and Ernie; sheilding his

face from the water blasting him.

Percy leaps in front of Gabriel and Ernie and his hands

blur. He fires so many bullets that the sound is like an

earthquake.

The Grandmaster drops to the ground.

PERCY

Was that all?

SAM

I doubt it. Everybody down!
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Grandmaster Sweetypie leaps back to his feet; screaming in

rage. All the bullets have failed to penetrate more than a

centermeter into skin; making him grotesquely deformed. He

breaths in sharply, and the bullets all shoot out of him,

shattering any emerald that isn’t powder by this point.

He roars and bursts again into a huge piller of white fire.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I DON’T HAVE TO TAKE THIS SHIT! I

AM GRANDMASTER FUCKING SWEETYPIE! I

AM THE MAN WHO WILL KILL GOD!

He gestures with the shovel and flattens God again; who had

been trying to sneak off.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

I AM THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE

MULTIVERSE! YOU ARE JUST PETS! I

WILL NOT BE HUMILIATED BY-

He is doused by a deluge of water.

Gabriel finishes emptying the water tower on him.

GABRIEL

This is great! I could do this all

day.

The Grandmaster blinks; dripping wet. He screams, and

launches himself at Gabriel, but is tackled by Bert.

Bert pounds at him but can’t break the grandmaster’s skin.

ERNIE

Hey arsehole; perhapes something

with an edge?

He hurls his entire pack of cards into the air. They

seperate and get taken up by the mass of wind that is Bert.

Under the force of Bert’s wind the cards cut cleanly through

the Grandmaster; again and again and again and again, until

the Grandmaster is really just a pink mist.

Bert explodes outwards. The Grandmaster is gone.

There is a clear sky; everything is fairly peacefull.

SAM

Okay, NOW, is it over?

The sky is on fire.
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GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

NO

Like a tornado of fire the Grandmaster sweeps down to stab

God.

GABRIEL

NO!

Gabriel leaps in front of God, with all his strength he

pushes the shovel point aside; cutting across his chest as

it punches down.

The Grandmaster is left with is shovel stuck in the temple

floor; to one side of God.

Gabriel’s chest has been ripped out. The light goes out from

his eyes, and he dies.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Goddamn it! One more time!

VOICE

No. This is pathetic.

Grandmaster Sweetypie looks in horror as the shovel twists

in his grasp.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Please. I deserve one more chance!

SHOVEL

No you don’t.

The shovel drives itself into the Grandmaster’s stomach and

starts twisting. Grandmaster Sweetypie screams as he is

stuffed through an invisible hole in the universe.

And he is gone. The shovel is gone. Everyone is visibly

disturbed.

Everyone pulls themselves up, and lifts others to their

feet. No one is speaking. People seem to be avoiding each

other’s eyes.

GOD

So anyway.

He brings his hand down on the senior order members, and

rolls his palm back and forth like someone killing a

mosquito.

They don’t even have time to scream.
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There is a long uncomfortable pause, for a moment it looks

like Bert is going to challange God, but he doesn’t.

MARTY

That was wrong.

GOD

Hm? What was?

MARTY

Killing those people. They were no

threat to you; you could have taken

them prisoner, or even let them go;

it’s not like they’d try the shovel

again.

GOD

Pfft. I’m God, remember? I get to

decide what’s wrong or not.

MARTY

NO YOU DON’T! You have a greater

responsibility than anyone to

behave morally!

GOD

Okay, easy! Anyway who are you to

talk? You wanted to kill that guy

because he killed your friend?

Well, he killed mine too.

MARTY

But you didn’t kill him; you killed

his friends. I say that you did

wrong and unchristian.

GOD

WHO ARE YOU TO CALL ME WRONG? I!

AM! GOD!

MARTY

I AM FATHER MARTY! and know son

that though you have sinned I was

sent to put you back on the right

path.

God sputters incoherently.

Sam taps Bert and Ernie on their shoulders. As much as that

is possible.
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SAM

We should go.

ERNIE

Coming, my love!

Everyone sneaks out and leaves Marty and God to it.

They make their way down the temple steps; no one sure what

to say to anyone.

The sun has almost set, and the shattered city is a dazzling

sight.

PERCY

Tut, tut; what a mess. I’ll they’d

just love an architect right now.

SAM

You’re not an architect Percy.

PERCY

True darling, but I bet I could be.

I could totally help out here;

green is sooo last season.

BERT

I bet they need an enginner more

than an architect; there must be

millions dead from the shards of

emerald. Collecting all the bodies

will take weeks.

Silence meets this proclamation.

SAM

A right ray of sunshine aren’t you?

BERT

Sorry. I think I’m a God now. It...

feels different.

SAM

I’ve been meaning to ask you.

What’s with that?

BERT

I did something great. I completed

the trial of heroes; I’m a wind god

now.
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SAM

Handy. What are you going to do

with it.

BERT

Make my dad pay child support.

Everyone except Ernie turns to look at Bert.

BERT

Well it’s not something I could

have done as a human. It was my

whole reason for adventuring.

SAM

You had a reason?

She thinks about this and turns to Ernie.

SAM

Why were you... adventuring?

ERNIE

Ah my love, I shall weave you a

tale like no other-

BERT

He had to rip the world a new one

to get his family recognised as

casino royal.

ERNIE

Arsehole.

SAM

Well you gave God his own preacher.

I think that’s going to shake up a

few things.

Ernie considers this and seems pleased.

SAM

Hey and you know something else? I

just remembered that the citizens

of heaven can respawn; They’re

probably walking back here now.

ERNIE

My word; that’s right. Does that

mean Gabriels still alive?
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BERT

No. He was killed by the shovel;

he’s only coming back as a zombie.

They walk in silence for a moment.

PERCY

It may not be the best idea to hang

around here darlings; we did kinda

destroy their city.

BERT

Right. I’ve been feeling the

subspace around here and I can see

where we borrowed through. I bet I

can reopen here.

ERNIE

Good. We should make haste; I

imagine Loveykins still hasn’t

forgiven us for destroying his

house.

Bert seems to be focusing very hard; his physical form

becomes more diffuse.

A white portal appears in front of our heros, and they start

to walk through it.

SAM

You mean moving his house.

ERNIE

No, I really don’t

CREDITS ROLL

-
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INT.LOLA’S NEW HOUSE.DAY

Our heros step out of their portal.

The basement of Lola’s house is still recognisable; the

guitar hero set is still in the corner, but everything above

the basement walls is different.

Our heroes look up into a spacious and oppulently decorated

house. Everything drips of wealth. Loveykins is reclining on

some cushions and smoking a hookla.

LOVEYKINS

What took you so long?

-

-

-

-

-

DELETED SCENES FEATURETTE

DIRECTOR

People often ask me whether I set up foreshadowing that

never plays off. Well do you remember this scene?

(Scene with Gabriel at the

Bar)

GABRIEL

Now if you’ll excuse me I have some

daemons to fight.

(/scene)

DIRECTOR

It was my initial intention that my

heroes would get to heaven and find

out that Gabriel was a Giant DnD

Geek, and that the Daemons he

needed to fight were characters in

a campaign he was playing in.

However if I’m going to be honest I

completely forgot about it.

In the end I think it worked out

alright, and if I could make this

movie again I wouldn’t put it in;

(MORE)
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DIRECTOR (cont’d)
it would disrupt the flow of the

story and destroy that nice fast

pace we have when we get into

heaven. So does Gabriel play DnD?

probably, but I don’t think he

would tell us, do you?

Heres something else that ended up

on the cutting room floor.

(Scene with Saul polishing his

rifle)

Saul looks up from his sniper rifle. He looks murderous. Not

at Sam specifically; just murderous in general.

(/Scene)

DIRECTOR

Almost all of Saul’s character

ended up on the cutting room floor,

and I for one was quite sad to see

him go. My initial idea was that

Saul was Jenkins’ best friend, and

the one hurt most by his death at

the start of the movie. But in the

end I had to cut out his revenge

subplot; there were just so many

characters already active.

I put a lot of thought into Saul,

his motivations, and even how he

fights. I had the idea that Saul

was the MIB’s sniper; his goatman

surefootedness allowing him to fire

accuratly in conditions that would

be imposible for others.

I still think Saul was one of my

favourite characters; even he he

never becomes really important in

this story, and if I had to pick

one character I’d love an action

figure of it would have to be him.

Fairwell Saul; we hardly knew ye.

TRAILER ONE

Sam in bar
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SAM

Okay look. I’m very grateful for

your help back there, I couldn’t

possibly have beaten all those

ninjas by myself, but this is a job

for competent professionals are you

two are...not.

Rapid Sequence

* Bert shooting Ernie at the spaceship

* Ernie posing dramatically in front of the order members

* Bert and Ernie punching the Zombie rent-a-thug

* Bert shooting across the arena

* Bert tackling Ernie out Lola’s window

* Ernie launching into his speech to the plant soldiers as

the explosion goes off behind him.

* Bert and Ernie leading the charge of plant soldiers.

* Bert punches Ernie at Lola’s house

* Ernie punches Bert at the bar

* Bert punches Ernie in the alleyway

* Ernie punches Bert in the face

* Dig till you hit heaven!

ERNIE

My word, old boy. That was some

smooth thinking there. What’s the

plan now?

BERT

I didn’t really think this far

ahead, so... panic and wildly

improvise.

ERNIE

Ah, back to plan A.

* Coming soon!
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TRAILER TWO

The surviving order members and zombies sprint towards the

eternal city under heavy fire; both of the explosive and

suriken variety.

GABRIEL

The shovel changes all! I have no

guaranties! No protection! Can you

ask us to risk the eternal oblivion

for this?

(V.O.)

When angels fall short

GABRIEL

I think murder’s a little

disproportional don’t you?

(V.O.)

Who can you trust?

GABRIEL (AWED)

How can we do this?

(V.O.)

Who do you call?

Grandmaster Sweetypie looks up; a mad look in his eye.

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Behold, worthy friends! We stand at

the gates of the city of God!

In rapid sequence

* Gabriel leaps from the roof of the central temple;

lighting streaming from his hands.

* Marty and the Grandmaster fighting; Marty firing himself

into the air, and shooting from a height advantage.

* Grandmaster Sweetypie sailing through the air; spinning

his shotgunchucks.

* Sam grabbing Lovekins out of the order members arms and

swinging away on her grapling line.

* Saul shooting Gabriel in the face.

* Bert fighting the zombie creapy man in mid air

* Ernie fighting the zombie homeless guy and construction

worker.
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* Percy firing off so many bullets that it reduces a zombie

schoolgirl to nothingness.

* Dig till you hit heaven!

Sam runs past; pistol whipping a ninja.

SAM

FOR FIVE! GODDAMN! MINUITES! COULD

YOU TWO BE SERIOUS!

ERNIE

Yes, my dear!!!

Bert makes a whipping sound

ERNIE

Shut up arsehole!

* Coming soon!

BLOOPER REEL

(Take one)

LOVEYKINS

The ’Super Happy Fun Fun Serious

Lawyers clha ha! Oh god; this is

ridiculous, no I’m sorry, I’m

sorry; let me try this again.

(Take two)

LOVEYKINS

The ’Super Happy pfha! Ok stop

that; seriously, stop that. This is

hard enough without you pulling

faces!

(Take three)

LOVEYKINS

The ’Super Happy Fun Fun Serious

Lawyers Club’... Pfha! alright

fine; who wrote this?

(Take one)

They fight.

A Zombie Security gaurd leaps on them and slips to roll into

some lighting equipment.

Laughter

(Take one)
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ERNIE

After all, in all the years of the

shovel’s existence it has never

once been defeated.

A small sock puppet of Ernie rises up behind his head;

mimicing his gestures in the speech.

ERNIE

It hunts it’s prey across worlds

and relentlessly preys on flesh. Do

we few, we happy few What the hell

is that!

He swats the puppet away. Laughter.

(Take one)

ERNIE

Ah! Why must beauty leave you so

cold?

Sam walks up and hugs Ernie from behind; causing him to jump

in shock. Laughter

ERNIE

Ok, why is it always me?

(Take one)

Ernie looks scandalized. He closes with the ninja, and with

blinding speed, and pinpoint accuracy lashes out with his

dildo.

laughter; the ninja is slapping his legs.

ERNIE

Damn you’re good!

He chases after the ninja; whacking him with the dildo.

(Off set)

GABRIEL

I’ve got my big scene coming up.

Kind of thinking I might go into

comercials after this; acting is

hard.

(take one)

LOLA

Um, it’s alright. Are you here to

rape me?
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ERNIE

Oh absolutley, but would you mind

waiting a minutes; you gotta limber

up before you limbo down.

LOLA

Well I think that’s very rude; you

shouldn’t be anywhere near me

unless you’re limbered up.

ERNIE

Well excuuuuuse me! Ah am not your

sex toy Sistah!

They stare each other down while everyone laughs around

then. Finally they break down laughing as well.

(take one)

His back explodes, and he lets out a roar that gets cut off

into a coughing fit. Laughter

GRANDMASTER SWEETYPIE

Ok, that’s enough from you; you

want to try roaring like that?

Rawr!

(Off set)

The entire production cast are singing with great enthusism

and not much skill.

The director grabs a shampoo bottle and begins adressing the

camera while everyone else shakes their heads and walks

away.

DIRECTOR

Ladies and gentleman I want to

thank you for coming out tonight.

You’ve been a great audience.

Goodnight!


